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Paper cfips or small strips of paper. You will need to set your timing device for decreasing intervals. Quickly go on to the next paragraph 3. If it bothers you to be missing so much, simply turn the book upside down and work with the pages so that you can't possibly be reading anything. At any point that you wish to find out how well you are doing, you
may simply repeat this same test using the same book but a different passage. Prepare a separate sheet for evaluating your reading retention by numbering from 1 - 2 0 down the left. You should benefit a great deal by following this Seeds Improvement You should work hard with comprehen- sion and retention drills Extra reading time on a regular
dally basis would be of great value, use matenals you enjoy. If you can do this, then continue, even if you did not know or remember everything on the Mid-Course Review. Bernie Kelly. Mark walked down to the creek. Mother was already baking bread, f ather was harvesting the tomatoes. In fact, youVe already Started doing it in a small way. If
you've discovered what it is about, don't continue to read and analyze every other part of the passage with the same concern. DOUGLAS W O O D the man who always stood behind her and without whom it never would have been possible, at any stage of the long way ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Thanks first and foremost to all of my students from whom
I've learned so much . So you should continue reading in order to see ij every thing relates to the topic you've already found. wallpapers" tells more about "Ronald." not about "interiors") " 1 7 " 2 7 " 2 " ("prefers . Finish circling the paragraph until you reach the end. Or slow readers with excellent comprehension. If you finish before the time is up, go
back to the starting point and begin again. All you must do is find whether the third senfirst one or the second one. Maybe it has occurred to you that it must be rather difficult to try to understand words when they are out of order, one being on top of the other and so forth. to Dr. Harry Wachs who gave me the first opportunity to teach rapid reading
and develop my own techniques . Ill get my gun," his father said softly. In fact, it was so easy to keep up with my studies that 1 had the time to hold down a full-time j o b (with the Reading Dynamics organization which I had been invited to j o i n ) while also going full-time to graduate school. W h e n you are practice reading, doing the "doubling" and
the 'tripling," you are going faster than you can say all of the words to yourself. After this s t e p , you simply use the paragraphing hand m o v e m e n t two or more times over the passage, s t o p p i n g at the end each time and trying to recall whatever you can. W h e n you do it quickly the fast movement attracts your eye and you see "through" your
fingers and are able to look at all of the words in the circles of three or more lines that you're circling. Go back and reread the same section in three minutes, going a bit faster. and then down again. Difficult reading can become easy once you know the techniques. Corinnc and Brenda were already there. If you would like to see a doctor about your
eyes but don i know o n e , consult the local optometric or ophthalmological society or the yellow pages of your phone book or online and call one of these specialists for an appointment. Since we were taught to read out loud, almost everyone subvocalizes. (Page 5 9 ) Do you evaluate how important reading material is to you? Mr. Purdy." The hunters
picked up their guns and left. A good test is to put your hand about a foot above your reading material. Don't expect it to ever be or feel like reading it the other way. You may repeat the same chapter as often as you wish. The paragraphing hand movement is done with the index finger and is exactly like what you have been doing, but withouf waking
the circles. Simply select a random paragraph, read it as quickly as possible once through to try to find what its about. Practice the paragraphing hand movement throngh at least ten pages of the chapter. Count the total number of lines on a full page. She found out what they were doing, but not how they had learned to do it. List as many as you can
on the progress profile in three minutes. Below is a chart which represents an attempt to describe the various stages you will be moving through as you develop the ability to perceive more and more information when viewing words at a very fast rate, l.ook it over carefully and try to remember it as you do your practicing every day. Go back to the
beginning and reread the same section in three minutes. The sudden return sweep to begin the next line is also easy to see. If you experience any visual difficulty or eye strain while reading for more than a few minutes at a time, or if you have not had an eye examination in the last year or two, it would be advisable to do so as soon as possible.
Practice Drills for Week 5 161 (Supplementary drills to be done with the next six chapters.) Chapter Twenty-five: Make Study Reading a Game 169 What's Happening While You're Learning; The Mind Can't Handle Everything That Comes to It; Concentration Is a Trick; The Two Rules of Learning; Ways to Increase Your Concentration; The True Test of
Learning; Read Aggressively; "Use" the Information Well; Exercise No. 37 Chapter Twenty-six: Read with Defined Purposes 175 Reading Purposes Vary Widely; When Your Purpose Is Pleasure; A Stock Broker Finds There's More to It Than Speed Alone; Read Smarter and Faster; Don't Let Chance Determine Your Purpose; Levels of Reading and
Learning; How to Define a Purpose WheiTStudying; When You're Not Certain; Draw the Recall Pattern in Advance; Howto Learn the Correct Information; However You Can Learn Most Efficiently Is the Right Way: Exercise No. 38 Chapter Twenty-seven: "Program" Your Reading to Learn More Efficiently 187 Spend Less Time to Learn More; The Most
Efficient Reading; A Plan for Studying; Don't Read to Remember; Exercise No. 39 Chapter Twenty-eight: Create Visual Patterns to Help Your Recall 193 The Value of a Recall Pattern Versus an Outline; Taking the Second Step; Recall Patterns Can Vary; Exercise No. 40 Chapter Twenty-nine: Remember More of What You've Read with These Proven
Techniques 201 The Three Steps to Improving Your Retention; Organize Creatively; Associate Information Dramatically; Compare and Contrast. Some people find it even better than before. (Page 7 7 ) Do you understand that we can t eliminate subvocalizing and we don't even try (and why)? When you first started to read you probably looked at each
individual letter. Quickly use the circling hand movement, look at the first paragraph, underlining the first line from left to right and then dropping down and circling from right to left. If you do this you most assuredly will improve your reading skills. In the next exercise, there are some more paragraphs to practice. to Dan Theodocion who selected
me to teach the White House S t a f f . (Page 2 2 ) W h e n you practice read, can you usually make the mark? PRACTICE AS MUCH AS YOU CAN You've been practicing a few minutes with the variation of circling, reading the first line of paragraphs with the underlining step and then circling the rest of the paragraph, just looking at the words. But
they have spent many years developing their medical vocabulary and learning medical concepts that have now become second nature. Fourth, divide (he answer in the third step, just above. 1 even had time left over! In 1 9 6 7 I met Evelyn Wood, a wonderful and dedicated woman who has spent her life trying to help others to enrich their lives
through reading. WPL. Therefore it moves back up to a grade of " 2 . RE-TEST YDURSELF As in Chapter Two, assemble the materials necessary to re-test yourself so that you can have a comparison of how you are doing now with when you started. If you practice only twenty minutes a day. Compute your "reading" rate, and record it in your progress
profile. Wherever you get them, round up a few books to practice in. Underline the first line of each paragraph, beginning on the following page; then drop down to the bottom of the paragraph and come back, circling. 1 wish you could have seen the change in her; she had obviously been trying for years to read faster, and now she found it so simple.
WORDS. And you can do this in just a few short weeks. Natural speed readers have somehow developed the ability to just see and understand, so they can go as fast as they can look at the words. Preferably the book should be fairly easy, on about a seventh grade reading level. "PARAGRAPHING": THE NEW H A N D MOVEMENT Before you begin
your high speed visual practice, you will need a new hand movement. Immediately after doing the exercise, continue reading in your book, using your hand, and going as fast as you can for ten minutes. Pretty white birds flew over the tall grass or rested on the banks. They are not only born with their "reading pacer" but if they happen to wear one
out, they even have another. Number the items as you write, giving every main idea and/or detail its own number. For example, towards the end of the course, I read 170 pages of Hannah Tinti's The Good Thief in 45 minutes. Because her younger sister was born in the same year they were both in the same grade. When you understand everything.
She didn't think that she was unusual, and most naturally fast readers I've encountered feel the same way. Students in other rapid reading courses may spend just as much time practicing, or even much more, and end up feeling quite satisfied with a rate increase of 50. We will start working with the paragraph as the first unit of thought. She also
loves sports. But since it is always a possibility. list any topic or subject that you would like to learn more about if you had the time. Get started today, and by the end of the week you should be at least 30 percent faster—which means absorbing 40 pages in the time it used to take you to read 30. Does that scare you? W h e n you know that you're not
missing anything, you can begin to train your eyes to look at the words only once. Go through the following list and check to sec what you are familiar with. If you've decided that you need more work, then set up a schedule. If you arc to agree with their definition, you must accept their rate limitation. Its uses are so diverse and effective that I feel this
review and a mere 5 stars will never do it justice. Compute your rate and enter it on your progress profile. Once again, do not look at them in advance. CAUTION: It is important to read each passage only once! Try to avoid looking back. Reading through this book in one evening and just understanding it will not suffice. Your ability to recall the
information completely from memory, as you have attempted to do here, is the hardest test of retention. * v r v r y ("it" tells more about the "marketing test") " 1 7 * 2 7 * 2 " ("good student" tells more about "Frank." nothing more about "surfing the internet") " 1 7 " 2 7 \ 2 " ("member of clubs" tells more about "Polly," nothing about "student") " 1 7 - 2
7 * 2 " ("fabrics . three-and. W i t h i n a few short years, 1 had not only taught this amazing skill to the President's staff at the White House, but 1 also had b e c o m e the National Director of Education for Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics—at Evelyn W o o d s personal request. So. you should expect the comprehension not to be as good. Therefore, you
are sort of FIGURE L L. If you can read the material without any strain, then there is probably enough light. 1 MJ lives in B., Md 2 I She enjoys sports Loves roJlerWoding best A. 1 5. But," he added, "some day you might see him again." Mark knew just how it would happen. It may take a little time to master the ability to quickly find whether a
sentence is dropping or going up. L. You are probably able to do this with your own name first. If you decide to proceed with this course, then take it very slowly with lots of extra practice and reading. This book is basically a self-paced six-week course, which I completed in the last three months and a half. to Karen Riedel who assisted me in
developing new ideas and techniques . "It's just a baby." Mrs. Read as far as you can in the material for three minutes. The secret to good drilling is to go faster than you can say all of the words to yourself; yet you must still be seeing alt of the words. But still, with dedication and practice, the average student should be able to increase his study
reading rate at least 50 to 100 percent. but also an audio "signal" is sent up because you are recalling (he sound of each word in your mindi ear. Squash is his favorite sport. and your comprehension was fine. As soon as you have completed the exercise, read on as fast as you can for ten minutes. She can teach both adults and young people equally
well. Later, you may return, but only to again "read" it the new way If you go back and re-read passages the old way. To do this, follow the steps below: a. " R E A D I N G " AT HIGH RATES FEELS DIFFERENT W h e n you're reading at high rates, the feeling is very different Perhaps vou ve experienced it a bit already. A FEW W O R D S ABOUT YOUR
EYES Few people have regular eye examinations. first read a new chapter, starting with Chapter Nineteen; then repeat the practice drills. 1 define "reading" as looking at printed words and getting enough meaning from them to satisfy your purpose. In order to learn to read faster, you have to do almost the same thing. This is something that we still
do not know a great deal about, but it is basically the tendency to say a word to yourself, in your mind's ear, as you read it. Practice circling by underlining the first line of a paragraph with your index finger. W h e n you're working in a second language it's often quite difficult to get beyond doubling your reading rate. but it lets you "feel" what
comprehension is like at very fast rates of reading. If you have already done this, pick a regular daily lime to do the chapters, and then plan to begin at thai time tomorrow. She was voted "most likely to succeed." H. In such a situation, test yourself again in easier material. KEY then A: B: F: G: H: I: j. Incredibly her rate shot up to well over 5 , 0 0 0
words per minute in the second class, while the rest of the class was reading around 4 0 0 or 5 0 0 words per minute. Like all the drills, this one can be d o n e with any clock or watch with a sweep second hand or using a timing device or clock on your computer. P b c c Reprinted by peraiivtion of Random House. U^ noi as hard as you might think
(though it docs take practice). (Page 8 9 ) Can you do the paragraphing hand movement? You've already made the first step when you've learned to respond to whole words instead of individual letters. The front door squeaked, and Mark knew his father was coming with the gun. Similarly, when you arc working on comprehension exercises speed
must not be your first concern. 1 thought that you should become aware of it Also, paragraph M is difficult because the topic sentence is the last sentence, again something that you will not generally encounter. Their eyes made fewer stops, indicating that thev were seeing more than one word at a time. The two hardest things to get all of my students
to do arc making certain that they run down the margin on each side and not cut across the lines; and that when they are moving their finger from left to right and then back from right to left, that they move quickly, about one second per sweep. W h e n another student started to have trouble following directions. For the very first time, the longguarded secrets of rapid reading are available to everyone. Mark smoothed its fur. This may be stopped with biofeedback training, but it really is no problem. Find the average number of words per line b. There is always a student who tells me that he or she can't move their hand any faster. With a little experience, youll see how easy it is. T U R N TO
PAGE 72 FOR THE COMPLETE TODAY'S WORK. G. A) You can expect "traditional reading" up to about 800 words per minute (WPM), probably a bit less. Within a few short lessons, one of my students was reading over ten times his beginning reading rate. Hollands best known philosopher was Spinoza. W h e n you have your reading rate, record it
on your progress profile. You may take up to six minutes, use your timing device. Instead of moving along a line, their eyes tended to move downward on a diagonal line, such as this: How People Read Really Tan 87 But even more astonishing, they also made stops on the return sweep rather than just returning to the left margin as the eyes of most
readers would. " The new third sentence is doing something different. In fact, you might think of it as a kind of intellectual sport, which it really is. You should be able to recognize that all of the words are English, or whatever language you're reading. And when he finished, he didn't even feel that it was as difficult as he had anticipated. The poor
thing must be hungry. From the beginning of the section ag3in practice read through the material using the paragraphing hand movement. 1 7 2 times and the word - o r appeared 10.427 times. Four chapters are devoted to study reading, how to study better and faster with WHAT B*FAKTH*OOOH RAPIO READING M E A N S T O Y O V vli all of the
latest methods that help many students to get top grades in as little as one-half the time that others spend. You may get only bits and pieces of the story, which is normal. well" tells more about "Verla." nothing about "patience") u r / - 2 7 " 3 " ("Defense" refers back to "soccer" more than to "athlete") KEY then A: B: TO EXERCISE 20: First the levels
are given for all the sentences of each paragraph, the words which relate to the third and fourth sentences. It won t allow you to become a faster or better reader any quicker. do not fear a rate decrease initially Pay special attention to learning how to adjust rate to purpose 12 Chapter Three good student w h o attended all the sessions and did most
of the h o m e practice. ("Horse" appears amidst the dogs and cats.) This, of course, isn't very difficult. You should merely record onto it, "Ready? This book really has changed my life. Oliver Wendell Holmes could glance at pages while walking to the Supreme Court and then answer questions about the material in great detail. Yet, if a word had an
obvious mistake, such as birthqday. He would be in his boat going down a quiet creek when he would see Sleek. Daisy told me that once while reading in the library the librarian asked her what she was doing behind the book. In my opinion, trying to learn to read faster without using your hand is like trying to write faster without a computer. Bill
loved to play soccer. Nowhere else do leaves achieve such bright colors as they do for two weeks in October. i.e.. W h e n reading one word at a lime you understand ii by sending both a visual and an auditory message to the brain because you recall the sound of the word as you see it. But a careful observer can even see the movements "through" the
eyelids. They don't look at just one point, nor do they go from detail to detail the way you were taught to read. Repeal Exercise 4 again, in new material. "1 think it's the mother panther." "Don't move. N O T E : By making the goal in one m i n u t e , you are going three times as fast as you were able to read. " To do this, go through the following steps:
7. 2 7 Materials: Very easy book or a book you've read before Paper Pencil or pen (or PC) Timing device 1. and as quickly as possible. Without question, this is the most difficult thing to understand without experiencing it. You look at a photograph or drawing in the same way. It was said that England's Samuel Johnson could read almost as fast as he
could look at the pages. SUCCESSFUL SKILL LEARNING In learning new skills, learn it all at once you it very well. At the end of the section stop, and without referring back to your material set up a recall pattern, drawing a diagonal line, and jot down anything at all that you remember or think you remember. (Page 6 8 ) Can you do the dusting hand
movement? Remember, the more you use your hand, pushing yourself to go as fast as you can understand, the better you will do. Don't worry if you run slightly over or under the correct amount of time. But it is not his favorite sport. Apparently it had been done with a knife. She was a Test Your Raiding Rate to See Where You Stand IF YOUR
READING RATF IS: AND YOUR R E T E N T I O N IS: Under 120 words per minute arc a below average reader. to Martha White. Assuming that in beginning reading books the words average four letters each, the beginning reader reads 60 words per minute, or one word a second. At least it looked like a shack. "Stop, pltase" If you use a watch or
clock with a sweep second hand, simply place the watch or clock where you can see it easily Wait until the second hand is at the " 1 2 , " then begin your reading. W h e n 1 tested her reading I found that she was just slightly below average which should not have caused any great concern, but it stood out because she was in a very good school with
lots of excellent students And she therefore felt very badly about her reading: so we went to work. a ASK THIS SIMPLE QUESTION AND START GETTING BETTER COMPREHENSION Developing good reading comprehension or understanding really means developing good thinking. It was Saturday afternoon, and there were plenty of jobs for him to
do. you have to be both the student and the teacher. If you are author/publisher or own the copyright of this documents, please report to us by using this DMCA report form. 115 Practice Drills for Week 4 As soon as you have completed Chapters Thirteen through Eighteen, and have spent a good six days doing the second set of practice drills, then if
you have achieved at least some readings with comprehension at 5 0 0 words per minute or more, you should begin doing this next set of drills for the next seven days. If you've had to skip words or j u m p entire lines, it's unimportant. MEANING O F F AND ON. "We found a panther cub." Marks father said. But beginning with the practice drills
section for the coming week we will do most of our work with visual reading, which you have been introduced to in the past few chapters. or a level 2. Beyond that, you will probably have to use non-linear reading hand movements: paragraphing, the famous z-movement and criss-crossing. Yet meaning comes to you. Practice read the same section in
25 seconds. He was certainly the best in understanding the drills. 1 06 Chapter Seventeen E X E R C I S E N O . Be Sure You're Ready to Begin; A Few Words About Your Eyes Chapter Three: Start Using Your Built-in Reading Accelerator 15 What Your Eyes Do When You Read; Regressions Slow Your Rate Considerably; What You Should Know About
Reading Conditions; Reading Positions; How to Use Your Hand in Reading; Exercise No. 2; Exercise No. 3 Chapter Four: Eliminate Regressions and Speed Ahead 21 How People Read Fast; The Next Big Step; Eliminating Regressions; Exercise No. 4; Always Use Your Hand; Getting Ahead Chapter Five: Build Your Reading Rate Through Drilling 25
The Three Stages of Subvocalizing; Proper Practice Is the Key; How to Learn to Discern Information More Rapidly; Exercise No. 5; Exercise No. 6; Getting Ahead Chapter Six: Ask T h i s Simple Question and Start Getting Better Comprehension 29 W h e n You Can't Understand; Paragraphs Hold the First Key to Comprehension; Exercise No. 7;
Exercise No. 8; Comprehension Versus Speed; Getting Ahead Practice Drills for Week 2 34 (Supplementary drills to be done with the next six chapters.) ix X CONTENTS Chapter Seven: Don't Read J u s t for Its Own Sake The First Misconception; The Second Misconception; The Through Is Not Enough; Exercise No. 9; Exercise No. Purpose; Know
Your Purpose and You Won't Have to Questions to Start Setting Your Purpose. The third sentence can tell you more about either the first or the second, and therefore it can be a level " 2 " or M3.w The fourth sentence, depending on the one before it, could be a level - 2 . So, whether you are aware of it or not, you are always 1 06 Chapter Seventeen
seeing more than one word at a time. Let's assume you are ready to begin. While practicing Exercise No. 2 3 . Personally, a lot of my reading is non-fiction, and don't tend to read such books for the authors' literary prowess. His home is high on a hill He is a good athlete and a good student. Includes index. In fact, it is impossible to see just one word
at a time. Beginning the second day. Sometimes the children made fun of him. Set like this, your eyes do not have to readjust their angle of vision constantly. Make Difficult Reading Easy I. Make a new mark, "4," if you read further ahead 5. A friend of mine back in the tenth grade could read an assigned chapter in our F.nglish class in about a third
the time that it took me. Many feature both digital and the regular clock face screens. She is on the honors list and is active in many extra-curricular organizations. You shouldn't be able to remember every word: you never do with any reading at any rate. (Page 77) Do you understand that all words do not carry the meaning? Remember to always use
your hand W h e n you finish reading, make a new mark. You can progress at your own pace and determine how much you actually want to practice or read (I recommend the chapters in the last two weeks, especially for students). He is also a good student C. (A watch or the clock on your PC will do.) P u r p o s e : Learn to go faster by eliminating
regressions through 1. Just keep your finger moving fast enough to get to the end by the time your two minutes arc up and let your eyes try to follow your finger. Perhaps it's just because they are beginning to appreciate how far they can go. However, we spend so much time reading, from emails to studying, that speed reading is too valuable of a skill
to ignore completely. Within just a few weeks this exciting course had helped me to read over five times faster. The eyes are constantly moving around in little jerky movements. 2) Well, then what the hell is speed reading? YOU'RE YOUR OWN BEST BET Trusting yourself and being willing to take a chance is a most important aspect of learning to
read rapidly. Be certain to read the single line you underline and just look at the words you circle. Underline the first line of every paragraph (for single lines of dialogue you will just be underlining them). Report DMCA A previous National Director of Education for Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics presents his do-it-yourself program for increasing
reading speed and boosting comprehension. You will begin cracking through the most difficult, abstract writing. Anne Marie also had rather low comprehension and poor retention or recall. You will find all the materials you need in your home or office or certainly no further than the bookstore, newsstand or online sources. HOW TO RAPIDLY LEARN
TO DISCERN INFORMATION MORE At this m o m e n t , your ears can take in exactly the same sounds that the ears of a blind person do. There are six groups of six lessons, each with its own set of drills. Prentice Halt1 is a registered trademark of Pearson Education. Some courses still try to get students to respond to increasingly lengthy groups of
words along a line. You can j u s t imagine what this will mean. Example Mary J o n e s lives in Bethesda. You might also have a friend time you, but this will not be practical more than a few times. One of these begins fife swimming tike a fish but becomes an animal that likes to eat insects. Small high-intensity lamps are not advisable. There have also
been many ordinary citizens who can breeze through books and magazines as well THE RAPID READING BREAKTHROUGHS It wasn't until the 1 9 4 0 s when the first major breakthrough in rapid reading was made. In one set of classes which 1 taught at the Pennsylvania Vision Institute in Pittsburgh, as an experiment, all participants were given a
visual examination. Multiply "A" times "B" to get an average number of words per page. Once again you are simply to find out what they're talking about. She selected that rate as a minimum and studied these people in order to determine what they were doing, how they were doing it. They need to be brought to your attention because they will help
you to understand the process you'll be going through in the next few weeks a>» you learn to read visually. (Page 5 8 ) Do you understand how authors write, often moving from a general level to a more specific one? She is also a good student. At this point, you may not be able to read every word, but that doesn't matter. But learning a skill, certainly
a complex one such as reading, is rarely something 2 Chapter Three that can be acquired immediately. The cows were all gracing happily, the horses were running around their pasture, and the chickens were scratching everywhere looking for things to eat. Open the book to any chapter. And there are fast readers with poor comprehension. So let's
find out. But you must ensure that the material you are practicing in is appropriate, and that you are going fasi enough. and then retest yourself in one or two months to see if you are ready to begin. The great part about using the hand to help you read faster is that you always have it with you. And if for the final reading you're making yourself slow
down in order to be certain that you're understanding everything, you're not helping yourself one bit. to Thurston Smith, my teacher, who got me so very excited about the course . Round it down. With a little easy arithmetic, that comes to four words per second or a rate of 2 4 0 words per minute. to Gcorgic Reynolds who typed and assisted and
continued on even after she took another j o b in despair to Mary Gussman who collaborated with me on making the training films and writing one of the course manuals . Ronald Bricke loves to design. come back (o the first step and begin. O P T O M E T R I S T : A professional specially trained to examine, measure and treat visual defects by means
of corrective lenses and other methods such as vision training. (Page 6 i ) Do you know the basic form of fiction* (Page 6 3 ) Can you break in a book properly? You immediately begin to apply the techniques in the materials that you need to read. In order to succeed you need (1) to practice at high enough speeds and get lots of practice, and ( 2 ) get a
lot of repetition over the same material. Make a "\m where you finish reading. 2 9 5 . These once abstract terms and ideas have as much concrete meaning for doctors as "the brown dog" docs for the rest of us. Also there is always a smile on his face. Mark sat down on the bank. a. Somewhere around 1 , 2 0 0 words per minute you're going so fast that
you're reading most of the words visually. Her next step was to try to teach herself to read fast. 2 4 Materials: A sheet of paper or cardboard to cover the paragraphs on the following page Pencil or pen 1. Anyone can take this book and discover the principles and skills essential for becoming an efficient and fast reader. Speed reading. To test yourself,
simply follow the steps below: Beginning Reading Evaluation Directions: Read through the four steps carefully. Second, when a person fails at first in reading, it is often not because they can t do it. It is preferable to have almost no shadow at all. If you find It. you've obviously met the purpose that I have given you. It is often difficult to get started
learning a new skill. TO EXERCISE 19: First the levels are given for all the sentences of each paragraph, what word or phrase relates back to which in the other sentence. That way, you won't care so much, and it won't bother you. But now you know that you can see more than one word at a time. Using the new hand movement, "read" the story
several times. One word of warning—occasionally you can get frustrated if you don't improve more in the second hour than you did in the first hour; that could be a bad experience for you. You should now be ready for some more work on eliminating regressions and starling to see more than one word at a time. Some writers seem to go out of their
way to write long and confusing sentences. She was aware that some people could read much faster than was then believed possible. If you get there early, return and begin reading again. You will absorb the information at a rate you never believed possible. He enjoys surfing the internet. He had never read much and had just barely finished high
school. Third Edition, by SI sion of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Then he noticed a small bundle near the feet of one of the hunters. level ' 3 ' Apparently it bod been d o c * with o knife. Sleek was close behind htm. It generally takes only a few days to correct this. The second sentence, in all the paragraphs below, drops to a second level telling you
something more about the first. Year: 1,998 Edition: Revised Pages: 276 Pages In File: 304 Language: English Issue: до 2011-01 Identifier: 073520019X,9780735200197 Ddc: 428./43 Lcc: LB1050.54 .K85 1999 Org File Size: 21,804,973 Extension: pdf Want more? Its not really difficult, and it is rather interesting Ask someone to read something while
sitting at a table; have him or her read slowly at first If you sit or crouch directly opposite them, watch their eyes, and soon you'll be able to see the little jerky stops the eyes make as they stop to "see" words. Solving a Nonreadmg Problem; Turning Pages the Fast Way; Exercise No. 18; Getting Ahead Practice Drills for Week 3 72 (Supplementary
drills to be done with the next six chapters.) Chapter Thirteen: Make Difficult Reading Easy 77 How Abstract the Writing Is Affects Your Understanding; How People Write and Speak; Levels of Generality; The "Testing" Question; Exercise No. 19; Exercise No. 20 Chapter Fourteen: How People Read Really Fast Evelyn Wood's Remarkable and Simple
Discovery; The Differences Between Slow and Fast Readers; How to See Eye Movements; HowMuch Can the Eyes See?, Why You Can t Understand Lots of Words at a Time; Taking the First Step, Exercise No. 21 85 CON'IFNTS XI Chapter Fifteen: Learn to Read As Fast As You Think 91 "Reading" at High Rates Feels Different; How to Get
Comprehension at Higher Rates; Meaning Isn't Carried by All the Words; You Can Read Out-of-Expectancy Order; Exercise No. 22; Adapt Your Hand Movement to the Paragraph; Exercise No. 23 Chapter Sixteen: How to Start Gelling Comprehension at High Speeds 99 The Three Rules Which Govern Comprehension. The time you spend on the drills
can be varied according to how fast you wish to improve your skills. We'll review what's happening, and it will help you to appreciate what you're doing. J 00 chapter Sixteen When I teach doctors to read faster, they should learn how to breeze through their medical journals very quickly. You must be able to read and get what you consider to be fairly
good comprehension some of (he time at rates in excess of 500 words per minute. I would have great difficulty and have to go (relatively) slowly. Find the average number of words per line (the total number of words in three full lines divided by three). if you are a member. EVELYN W O O D ' S REMARKABLE AND SIMPLE DISCOVERY More than
fifty years ago, Evelyn Wood, then a counselor and reading teacher in a junior high school just outside Salt Lake City, began doing research on rapid reading. On the other hand, a first-year medical student would have much more trouble. Look up quickly and write down on the paper what you saw. Are you surprised? I .tarn to Read As Fast As Vow
Thinfc 93 exercising ihe visual signal to the brain. In fact, a few people will go more slowly when they start using their hand, but that is nothing to worry about. 2 3 Materials: Any book 1 Stan at the beginning of a chapter. But a friend and teacher of hers. The easiest timing device for this particular drill is a tape recorder. "But you are a fine guide. A.
HOW PEOPLE READ FAST \Vrhen you first learned to read, you probably saw a group of letters individually. 350-500 words per minure: You Adequate You should improve quickly. In order to drill properly, you don't advance as fast as you can read. But there is no substitute for the actual experience, so the last exercise is a very simple short story. (If
using the tape recorder at the end of the three-minute period, prior to the testing, record a six-minute period.) Now complete your reading evaluation according 10 the steps above before reading on. These are to be done daily while you are completing the next six lessons. cm. That's because publishing increases yearly and more has been printed in
the last ten years than in all of the centuries of printing prior to that time. When you look at a picture, you actually focus on one part at a time, and your mind holds the rest together for you. 122 words appeared most frequently. As your finger moves along, read above it. I personally read slowly when I'm in bed because it usually ptits me to sleep.
Paper, 8 1 / 2 x 1 1 sheets. Luckily, he agreed to drop out for six months and follow a reading plan similar to the one I just outlined. to Adcle Rosenstein. At first all you should expect is bits and pieces of the story, maybe j u s t a Read Without Saying Each Word to Yourself—and Soar 109 feeling thai something is there, and as soon as you stop, you
may experience a lot of difficulty in trying to remember anything at all! Can you accept so little comprehension for a week or longer? Quickly underline the first line and read it. Bonnie Raston lives in Los Angeles. RULE THREE: The more prior knowledge of the subject of a written passage the reader has. They would usually produce good results
while the students were using them, but the reading speeds tended to fall down when the machines were taken away. Finally, read in new material (from "4~ if you wish) for three minutes. COMPUTING YOUR READING RATE Getting a words per minute reading rate is really quite easy if you just follow these four steps: First, you must find the
average number of words per line in your book. Probably your own name was the first word that you could look at as a whole and grasp the meaning. now Write down everything you can remember from the reading on this sheet without looking back at the reading selection. Read Without Saying Fach Word to Yourself—and Soar PUT YOUR
EARPLUGS ON TO 107 PRACTICE Do you recall my story about the blind man being able to discern more from hearing the same sounds that you do? 8 . If you have the time, it is profitable to repeat this for an hour and a half. "Experts" who feel that it is impossible to read over 4 0 0 words per minute think that "reading" is reading about one word at
a lime and vocalizing it to yourself. so you can learn to speed up very easily. Bob Boles, Pat Lynch, Hilda Takeyama. It tends to be a more accurate selftcst if you use the type of material that you regularly read: e.g., nonaction, texts, business reporis. He loves the country almost as much as the city. If there is a strong, sharp shadow then the light is too
bright. And as you start practicing these skills—and I've asked you to practice over 1.800 words per minute to be most effective—it is sometimes hard to keep the faith. 06 Chapter Seventeen Optional: Practice read through the section again, stopping to recall after each time, till you feel more satisfaction. Polly Rankin comes from Cleveland. With a
little patience. BACK TO THE FIRST GRADE When you start learning to read visually, you're putting yourself back in the first grade. Now you should be able to understand why the doubling and the tripling are the most important parts of the drill. Here's a key to help you thread your way through. This is also easy to understand. THE "TESTING"
QUESTION To find out whether a sentence refers back to any other sentence, simply ask yourself what in the sentence refers back to something in the other one. I recommend this book to everyone who, well, reads. Anyone who wants to read everything ai ihe same rate, for the same purpose (to "get" everything), deserves whai he gets—unread
books; inability to concentrate: mind wandering while reading; the feeling of not being able to keep up with things; never enough time. A study done at Brown University on the frequency of use of words was very interesting. Re-read the same section in three minutes. She put the dish near the cub. Mornings are usually besi because things have a way
of getting put off in the evenings. Many birds fly south in the winter. Then quickly "read" it, using the circling hand movement. c. And these are not such farfetched ideas. "1 didn't want to shoot unless I had to. Second, count the number of lines that you have read during the time allotted for reading. W h e n you first learned to read, most likely you
were looking ai each individual letter. People begin with a general sentence, and then move downward, telling you more specifically about the subject. At the second to the last session she raised her hand and said she wanted to thank me because though she was just up to 6 0 0 words per minute ( n o modest achievement since she had started at
under 2 0 0 ) she had gained immeasurably from the study reading techniques. Without machines or gimmicks of any kind, you will learn to use your own built-in reading pacer. The word comprehension implies so much that almost no two reading experts have the same definition for it. For example, if there are 33 words in three full lines, the average
would be 11 words per line. She was on the swimming team and also liked to dive; she plays tennis, handball, field hockey, and track. Don't gel frightened, though. You see all of the letters as a whole. While healthy competition can often push some people on to greater efforts, often the hardest problem for a person learning in a group is to realize that
because others are progressing faster, it does not mean that he or she is stupid, a poorer student overall, or inferior in any way. " N o one knew whose it was" does nor tell you anything more about the sentence just before it, but refers back to the topic sentence. It was an animal. No one can teach you how to improve your thinking overnight, but
there are steps you can take which will help you to improve much faster than you might imagine. Second Pare Taking no more than two minutes. By the end of this week you'll be reading at least 10 percent faster, perhaps much more. Revetta Young, Lockwood Smith. Margaret Walsh, and many, many more including the hundreds of teachers 1
worked with and trained over the years. There's a lot less vocalizing (we can never eliminate it completely, 9 1 1 06 Chapter Seventeen remember?), so at first it feels very different. W h e n you arc going this fast, the first thing that you usually see is whether the passage contains dialogue or not. Optional: Compute your reading rate. I tell my class 2 ,
0 0 0 words per minute minimum, because that's a nice round figure and easy to remember. Usually, you notice a gain in your reading rate after a series of practices. M 5." 6. Purdy went into the kitchen. by the number of minutes used for the reading, in this case three, to find your words per minute rate. But for the rest of us. Purdy. He felt that a
good reading course would be an excellent beginning and he plunged in with the vitality and optimism of a person one-third his age. She is a good student. It was not surprising that he had a reputation as a "walking encyclopedia/ She sought out others, and eventually found over 100 persons who could read faster than 1,500 words per minute. In
some cases, it might almost be like reading a foreign language. I've always noticed an odd thing about students taking this rapid reading course. Quickly breeze through it. Yet a blind person can discern more information from these same sounds than you can. A$k Thb Simple Qiteuton and Stan Getting Hetter Comprehension GETTING 33 AHEAD If
you wish to begin doing more work on your comprehension, it's quite easy to do so. There was a naturally fast reader, Jeanne Leone, in one of the first classes I ever taught. One boy stayed behind. " to "rugby") " 1 7 " 2 " / K 3 7 " 4 " ("country area" refers to "country," "Vermont" to "Vermont") C: D: F.: MaJt* Dijfuult Rtadlng Eaiy C: D: E: 83 T / - 2 T 3
V 2 - ("favorite subject" refers to "school." "loves sports" refers back to Bonnie because it doesn't tell us more about "Business Adninistration" or "school") " 1 7 " 2 7 " 2 7 " 3 " ("good athlete and student" refer to "Mark" because they tells us nothing about "home." "Little League" tells more about "athlete") T r 2 ~ r y r r ("basketball team" refers to
"sports." "squash" also refers back to "sports" since it tells us nothing more about "basketball") T U R N TO PAGE 72 FOR THE COMPLETE TODAY'S WORK. She told me that it was a very difficult and frustrating process. Thus, she discovered the use of the hand as a pacer for her reading. Repeat the ten pages once or twice, as time permits. Frank
North lives in New York City. Occasionally, I suspect they think that they can do it better without their hands. No one knew whose it was. Making the mark is what's important. but only that their instrument, the body and the brain, is not ready to learn it. can be done from about 5 0 0 words per minute up to around 1,200. This is an obvious rule,
because you can easily recognize that your mind can ~understand" specifics such as "the brown dog" or "the woman with red hair" much more easily than it can such abstract sentences as "The complexity of brain rhythms challenges the capacity of man's ability for sustained thought." Therefore, when you arc first learning to read at high rates of
speed, it is best to stan with material in which you can get comprehension. ALWAYS USE YOUR HAND It constantly puzzles me that there is usually one student who tries to learn this skill without using his or her hand. Us possible that your mother was mistaken because Americans tend to overhght on the whole. the easier a is to read fast If you are a
nuclear physicist, you should be able to read books in your field with great ease. Look up quickly and write down on the paper the "meaning'' of the paragraph. The word "the" appeared 2 0 . This involves linear hand and eye movements (hand movements are a crucial component of speed reading), going from one word to the next and next, then the
next line and the one after that. Now she prefers the warmer climate of Florida to that of Toronto. Your ability to quickly identify what a passage is about will help you a great deal in the future steps to develop good reading comprehension. Do this in the exercise below before doing your practice drilling; then you II be ready to move ahead tomorrow.
You'll learn a few things about fast reading, then you'll test your present ability, and you'll learn how to immediately begin improving your reading rate. when emphasizing the importance of reading everything with the hand as a pacer, would tell his students that there were to be no exceptions: when driving and approaching a stop sign, they must
read it with their hand; when they went to a foreign movie, he would expect to see their hands also raised, moving along under the subtitles! Nowadays you can even add your computer screen to that list - if you can keep it clean, however. or 2 0 0 words per minute Yet, in this lype of course, many students have already doubled their rates at this
point. You've found your beginning reading rate, already learned how to compute your rate in words per minute, and have a good idea of how well you retain what you read. Conceptual learning is mainly a process of developing an undmramfing of the subject and can often be done through listening or reading. Continue the new hand movement for
about ten pages. You arc only recalling the sounds of the words in your mind's ear. The true test of reading comprehension is an open book test. Illustrations are by Carlos Madrid. That's because it helps you to eliminate unconscious regressions. He was thought to be insane and was ultimately deposed. If you're unsure of anything, go back to the
pages indicated and review it. 1 Open your book to any place you wish to begin reading For three minutes practice running your finger under the lines of one page, counting "one," to yourself, as you go under each line in one second Use your timing device to make certain you practice this for three minutes. Your rate slowly continues to improve the
more you read, usually getting up to around 2 4 0 words per minute. "L, H then "O." then the next ' and finally *K." If you can recall from an earlier chapter, it takes only a quarter of a second for the eyes to focus on one object, so you can easily find out a beginning readers rate. Sometimes the understanding only follows the ability to perform the skill
To a large degree this is true with reading over 1.200 words per minute. your purp»>s*. Speed reading would ruin it for me, wouldn't it? I wouldn't speed read a lot of literary texts. 5 BUILD YOUR READING RATE THROUGH DRILLING Besides making regressions, another reason you read slowly is thai you subvocalize the words you are reading. you
still had to see—and understand—what they all were. However, in rapid reading you must do j u s t the opposite. I'm sure she soon found how wise she was to join this class. Recall is also very important, but we'll deal with it in other chapters. If it is only one or two lines, just use underlining in both directions. when we're reading, we're going only as
fast as we can speak the words to ourselves. N O . To prepare for the visual practicing, which will begin at the end of this week, get yourself some easy books. Before you go on. While the exercise assumes that you would have six months to read these books, there's a good chance that you'll be able to read them during the next six weeks. But they
seem very unhappy that they haven't done far better. A timing device. Over thirty percent of the class needed some attention. After leaving the Reading Dynamics organization. The student who takes the use of his hand seriously is well on his way to becoming a good and efficient reader 4. He is captain of the basketball team. Then the mother began
to lick the baby's fur. W h e n he returned to class five months later, he started all over again. Plan to spend at least thirty minutes extra Seeds Improvement: In addition to needing extra daily reading time, you should plan to spend at least one hour per day drilling, emphasizing comprehension drills. The breakthroughs of rapid reading are now in
your hands. But with these new methods you will discover how you can become one of the worlds fastest readers in this sea of words. Purpose: Learn to do the first hand movement smoothly and automatically 1. From Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine. Now there is another exercise, using all of these principles and taking them o n e step
further. O P H T H A L M O L O G I S T : A physician who specializes in surgery and diseases of the eye. Sometimes the two sentences use the same word 1 06 Chapter Seventeen Often a pronoun ( " i t s " ) in one refers back to a noun ( " c o a l " ) in the prior one. This affects lots of people. BE SURE YOU'RE READY TO BEGIN If you found that your
reading rate was under 120 words per minute, you may not be ready to begin this course. Did your mother ever say to you. Theodore Roosevelt used to read a book a day. In fact, that would be rather silly. faster. what would they be? You arc txot expected to be reading these word*. He was c o m i n g to us as a last resort, and it's pretty hard to refuse
to help someone like that. lege level. Within a few brief sessions, and without even completing the assigned home drills, she was reading above her grade level. Unlike the first paragraph, it is not referring directly back to the topic sentence It is telling you more about the sentence just before it. "Why." she said, "it looks just like a beautiful cat. (Page
9 4 ) Can you do the circling hand movement? Raymond took his nephew and niece to the zoo, where they enjoyed seeing many of the animals. No pan of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, uvh- in writing from the publisher The author withes to thank the following publisher* for granting permission to reprint escerpts from
copyrighted materials indicated bekyw; From Plants Are Like People by Jerry Baker Reprinted by permission of Nash Publishing Corporation From The Copper Kin*s of Montana by Marian T. That's bccausc mosl people arc more knowledgeable in o n e field than in another, and your reading rate will usually reflect this fact. For the purposes of this
book, reading comprehension will mean understanding or knowing what you are reading while you are reading it. Of course everyone's doesn't. 113 Do you know the basic form of nonfiction writing? make lots of small circles as you move across a passage of print. I've never had a student who couldn't reach the mark. Look up and tell yourself what it
"says." That's all there is to it. So if you don't have the time to do both, then now is the time to learn this time-saving skill. This is also why this sentence is often referred to as the topic sentence. A GOOD READER IS A F L E X I B L E READER Learning to read faster and more efficiently will not simply speed up your rate. But you should have "seen" all
of the words and realized that thev all had a single thought. Mark felt sure it was the mother. 1 B How ARE YOU COMING ALONG? Make the mark. Arizona. In a heavy day of leisurely reading, I could expect to read about 100 pages of an average book prior to taking this course, now I could easily read a book or two a day. I will give you a simple
explanation, and then we'll get into experiencing it. Continue on all of the lines, counting "one" each time. It may take you several days before this is easy and comfortable, or before you won't have to think about what you are doing. b. Sometimes you must practice without an intellectual understanding because that comes only when you can Jo it.
Everyone can improve, if he or she is willing to work at it. It's important that your finger moves down the three lines or more in the margin. fiction, etc. From the morning newspaper, to combing through endless e-mails, many of us are drowning in information. The next drill, which will be a major part of next w e e k s practice drilling, c o m bines all
of the elements necessary for successful practice. Eye movements can even be observed under difficult conditions. If he had stayed in the course, the experience would have been so frustrating that he would probably have never succeeded in reading successfully. THE CIRCLING H A N D 89 M O V E M E N T It is very important to do the circling very
quickly. then drop down to the bottom of the paragraph and circle coming back from right to left. You'll be starting with a three-minute reading, then reducing the time to two minutes, and then to one minute. 1 M J . I found out that she was used to reading a book a day, in about an hour, while waiting for her husband to comc home from work. He
knew he must not move. Unconscious regressions exist because poor habits were formed when you first learned to read. There is always a student who asks about reading in bed. Just don'i go back and read it the old way. If you can't remember it on a test at a later time, this may only mean that you cannot recall the information. This may be any book
that you might ordinarily read for pleasure It should not be too difficult and it is permissible to use a book youVe read before. You will also need something to cover up the "paragraphs" before you "read" them. Once you have completed this first exercise, you should gather the few materials which you will need for the next chapter. pleaseNext leave a
few seconds before saying. If this has happened to you. Of a body of printed material totaling over 1 3 4 , 0 0 0 words. It is not real sound, but the memory of the sound of the word. if you read further ahead. Example Mary Jones lives in Bethesda. 20 Chapter Three c. Borrow a few from your children or nephews or nieces. _BREAKTHROUGH RAPID
READING REVISED PETER KUMP PRENTICE H A L L PRESS JTJTJJ A member of Penguin Putnam Inc. These arc just a very few of the famous naturally fast readers, and there must be thousands of less well-known ones as well. If you've gotten pretty good with the three-sentence paragraphs, then it's time to try some examples with four sentences In
this case, the first sentence is the topic sentence and tells you what the paragraph is about. At the end of the line, drop down ihree or more lines and make fasi circles coming back from lcft-to-right. He had taken two hunters out in the boat that morning. A Yale graduate, this determined individual had decided upon retirement he would take up his
education and personal development with the same planning and vigor he had given to his career. FIGURE 1 . You can read in bed. While "reading to yourself," you get comprehension in the following manner: a visual "signal" is sent to the brain because of the words you see. It has taken four years of careful development, research and testing to
arrive at v VI W H A T BREAKTHROUGH RAMD READING MEANS TO Y o u these self-teaching methods which now make it possible for you to learn them at home, in your spare time. Multiply MaH limes "b" for your words per minute. YOU CAN READ OUT-OF-EXPECTANCY ORDER All attempts to increase reading rate prior to Evelyn Wood, at least
that I am aware of. If legal advice or other e*pert assistance is required, the service* of a competent professional person vhould be sought —from a Declaration of Principles jomils adopted by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations. You should be able to do this fairly quickly with a little practice.
You decide which way you want to spend your time practicing. he read over 6 . Mark your beginning and ending points. And in paragraph B Gloria goes to the store and buys a lot of groceries. If you are under fifteen, you may be able to benefit from this book. The practice, of course, is up to you. I did not want to get rid of that person, but I was doing
the best thing I could do to help them. Just read one chapter of this book at a time, doing ihe short exercises before going on 10 ihe next chapter. my first "trainer" . Always do the drills in order, after having finished the day's chapter. 1998 98 30376 428/43—de21 O Penguin All rights reserved out permission CIP Putnam Inc. The brain is being "told"
that it is just going to be able to see the words, not hear them as well. It's somewhat like taking a picture with a camera. At this point, your reading rate should be significantly higher than when you began; possibly it is already double your initial rate. and mistakes are obvious. You can always repeat the last drill in this chapter and then do 30 minutes
of reading. At the end of the three minutes, make a new mark. Obviously, if she were reading the way you and I had been taught, she couldn't read that many books. Its fur looked shiny in the sunlight. John Franklyn lives in Tempe. Before you begin to learn rapid reading decide how much lime you can devote to it each day. As there will be plenty of
time to speed up. 120-180 word s per minute Your reading rate is below average un- Adequate. This test does not attempt to evaluate your comprehension, which is very difficult to do accurately. It is not yet practical to teach a person not to subvocalize. Mark ran ahead of his father to the house. A fly lighted on Mark's face, but he could only twitch
his nose. 7 Materials: This boofe Pa/vr. Most important to her. A chart such as the one on page 11 cannot possibly take everything into consideration or be held as very authoritative, but it can give you a good general evaluation. There are many possible reasons why you might not be ready for this course. But of course now you should be able to go
much more quickly. Alan Bell lives in New York City. 2. In fact, in almost 95 percent of all paragraphs, the topic is .Ask This Simpfr Quc\tion and Start Getting Better Comprehenuon 31 presented in the first sentence. Unfortunately, some people pick up the impression that long sentences with difficult words mean belter writing. But at this point, extra
practice can be of value. 2 6 Materials: Any book 1. Whether or not you are aware of this, it is most likely that you do it. Use your liming device. W h e n reading more than one word at a time you must get meaning mainly from just seeing them because you are going too fast to say all of the words to yourself. each day reading in books or magazines
which you e n j o y nor read enough. And because it lets readers choose their own material and set their own pace, it's the ideal method for busy people juggling a full schedule. arxJ otK 79 Again the first sentence receives a grade of as it is still the most general (and the topic) sentence. Mark looked toward the creek and saw his father bringing in the
boat. A synonym (word that means the same thing) or phrase might refer back to a single word. She enjoys playing sports. This consists of an exercise in rereading a passage several times. Doug Hall. J o h n Kilgo, Art Kramer, Lou Kohn. The trick of the naturally fast readers is really quite easy to understand. So now start to improve on it. This is
because your eyes need a quarter of a second to fixate on an object. Susan was an athletic type who enjoyed watching as well as playing many different sports. Try this simple exercise and see how fast you can do it: E X E R C I S E N O . Obviously they are pushing as hard as they can which is easy to see from the pained expressions on their faces. I
ask everyone to bring an easy book and read for a minute at their very highest rate. This is what visual reading will be like: seeing and getting meaning from groups of words at a time. While he or she does not operate, in some states they can use drugs for diagnostic as well as therapeutic purposes. But do keep in mind that this is not an "easy"
course. or two magazines a week. But it will take some practice to achieve that Here are some exercises to help you begin. And there's much, much more. You will begin to think more clearly, and to organize your daily reading. Most of the learning we do as adults is considered conceptual learning that is quite different from developing a skill. Peter
Kump CONTENTS What Breakthrough Rapid Reading Means to You v Chapter One: Save Time by Starting Today 1 Rapid Reading Is a Skill; Successful Skill Learning; A Senior "Student" Makes It; A Good Reader Is a Flexible Reader. This is the time, midway through the course, to find out how you are progressing. This is a conscious regression and
there is nothing particularly wrong with it. Reports. First find the average number of words per line: (a) WPL 2. This should provide maximum visual efficiency and assure minimum physiological stress. There's always a "concrete" part that you ll be able to understand. You must master each aspect of the skill before going on to the next. If you would
like to have a broader picture of your reading skills, then you should plan to test yourself in more than one book In this case, the second book should be a contrast to the first: if the first book is nonfiction. They occur when the eyes, unconsciously, go back and look at words. If your rate jumped way up. Peter Breakthrough rapid reading/by Peter
Kump. From You. lives in 6.. So don't bother checking. • There's nothing mysterious about this pattern. Reprinted by permmion of DoebScday Ac Company. In this case everything starts out exactly as in the second example: level T A Wve coot w o j left in the check room level-r Its sleeve wos forn. But it is important to practice doing it so that you will
be able to do it when you have to deal with very difficult passages. And others just have a bad day. Good luck! T U R N TO PAGE 72 FOR THE PRACTICE DRILLS TO COMPLETE TODAY'S WORK. You may take up to six minutes; use your timing device. before breakfast, while he occupied the White House. Nothing in this book can harm you, but if you
arc not ready for a rapid reading course it could be somewhat frustrating. Learning to practice properly is vital to any skill. Your eyes are used to jumping back to the left side of the line and the movement of your finger, moving down, is necessary to keep them on that side of the page. (How to go fast enough simply involves spending no more than
about one second going across the page, either way.) Knowing this, you are ready to begin, and there are only two more things that can help you. Make a mark where you stoppped reading and compute your rate as follows: a. If you are reading in a second language and your rate is 1 5 0 words per minute or less, you may need to do a lot more
reading in the language you wish to read faster, in order to build a larger vocabulary-. And almost as soon as you begin using your hand when you read, you will start increasing your rate. Purdy said. Steve lludner lives in Tempe. To get the you plan to finish one it is generally best to practice a little bit every day. and how they had learned to do it.
Daisy was reading well above her grade level, probably as fast as anyone in her class, which would only be an educated guess. You need to leant when to slow down. Begin," after which you would leave a two- BltiM Your Reading Rate rhrough Drilling 27 minute silence, and so on. and was using the valuable learning techniques to great advantage. J o
h n I- Kennedy was well known for being able to read 1.200 words per minute. This is also the time to check to see if you have become familiar with the other concepts and skills which this course entails. Practice doing the first hand movement (underlining with your index finger) for several minutes on ihe passage of nonsense material that follows
this exercise. Tom Moody is a very unhappy student. There are also many who read quite slowly and have unacceptable comprehension. Cover all the paragraphs on the following page; be careful noi to look at them before doing this exercise. And you need to get as much practice as you possibly can. After noting the amount of time it took, add to your
recall pattern. I suggested that he start reading whatever was of interest to h i m ; the important thing was to be reading. Compute your reading rate for the last three-minute reading, from " 4 " to " 5 . Good linear reading, as you may rccall. In fact, as long as there have been books printed, there have been a few people—a very select, small
percentage—who could read at incredible rates, going through books at a breakneck pace. All the animals on the farm were quite contented. 1 have used these to give you as good an idea as I believe possible of what it "feels" like to read very quickly and comprehend. 1 was very surprised as I had never expected such results. It's important to always
remember that you have to compete only with yourself. W h e n people ask me how fast I read 1 am Sou had only six months to live and could read any ten books during that time. In the paragraphs below find whether the third sentence is a level or level M3~ (tells you more about the first sentence or the second one). Materials You Will Need for This
Weeks Drills 1. which will give you a third type of pattern: A blue coat was left in the check room. Recently 1 had a young student, a sixth grader named Daisy. 1 06 Chapter Seventeen MEANING ISN'T CARRIED BY ALL THE WORDS One of the reasons that you can read lots of words at a time is that the meaning of a passage is really carried by a
minority of the words. If you aren't sure of But first see if you can do tence tells more about the phrase which refers back the answers to some of these, check the end of the chapter. If you're ready to move ahead, then finish your practice drills for today and move on to the next ones tomorrow. When you finish, compare your reading rate with the
beginning rate that you recorded when you first tested yourself. Whether or not you are ready to move on with the second part of the course is simple to determine. Learning conceptual subjects can sometimes be done very rapidly, especially for adults. Pen or pencil, (or PC) 3. (See worksheets at the end of the book.) EVALUATING YOUR PRESENT
SKILLS It is always interesting to have an idea of how one's reading relates to others, especially when beginning a rapid reading course. W h e n he began he was an "average" reader, he practiced just as much as was requested, and the only difference between him and his fellow students—besides his much higher reading rates at the end of the
course—was his cheerful countenance and belief in himself. Hundreds of frogs called their noisy "Good morning." Birds sang The Everglades was awake. This will just be an evolution of what you have been working with, the circling hand 1 0 5 1 06 Chapter Seventeen movement. To experience reading out-of-word order and comprehending will take
your cooperation. Vicki Morgan, and Charlotte "Speaking" Taucz who endlessly typed so many of the books and manuals . Son," he said. Just keep working in very easy material, or material that you've read before. The new hand movement is called "circling" because lhafs what you do. She came back with a dish of milk. As soon as you have the
materials for this week then you are ready to begin the next chapter. Test Your Raiding Rate to See Where You Stand 9 Third, multiply the number of lines (hat you have read by the average number of words per line. To Find Your Reading Rate 1. In learning to read rapidly you will 2 5 26 Chapter T h r e e learn to go faster than you can subvocalize all
of the words, although you will probably always subvocalize some of them. Preferably unlined, 8 1 / 2 x 1 1 inches. In this case count two halves as one line; a single word or two on a line you may simply omit, and if the line is only a word or two short, then count it as a full line. Just remember to go very fast, no less than one second per line when
underlining the first line of a paragraph, and no less than three (try to make it two) seconds when circling. EVALUATING YOUR RETENTION To obtain a beginning evaluation of your retention, count the total number of items listed that you were able to remember on the "Beginning Reading Evaluation." This figure will give you an idea of how much
you can remember from the material. CDs. cell phones, laptops or even cars. You won't need them all at o n c e , but when you do need them, they should be available. "We would have had to turn Sleek loose in the Everglades when he grew bigger. Diagram it on your paper. " 1 7 " 2 7 * 3 7 " 4 " ("rugby team" refers back to "sports," "it is n o t . The
purpose is to praciice seeing groups of words ai a lime—noi reading them—because thate the first step in learning to read really quickly. Begin reading" I h e n l c a y j L a three-minute silcnce. for the first time ever, all of these revolutionary techniques are available to you in this brand-new self-teaching format of easy-to-follow drills and exercises.
TURN TO PAGE 72 FOR THE COMPLETE TODAY'S WORK. H o w THE M I N D GETS When reading one word at a time you understand it by sending both a visual and an auditory message to the brain because you recall the sound of the word as you see it. TAKING THE FIRST STEP The first step is a new hand movement, lfs not very difficult, but it

must be done very quickly. You are about to change your reading—and, by doing that, your life itself. 2 1 Any book 1. Mark hurried to the landing and fastened the boat. In learning this skill, and most others, the only real competition is you, because we all learn different things at different rates and in our own way. Md. She enjoys sports Also good
student 3 | Moth fov" A. THE NEXT BIG STEP The only way to read faster than 2 4 0 words per minute is to be looking at more than one word at a time If you see two words per eye fixation, then you can read 4 8 0 words per minute. Sometimes correcting your posture is uncomfortable at first, but if you are truly interested in efficiency, then you
would do well to make this a permanent habit. Mark waited, without moving, as the panther crept closer. You are developing the coordination of your eyes with your hand: your eye is learning to follow your hand which is pacing it. If you stumble or have trouble with as many as one out of ten words, then it would be better to seek help from a
specialist. to Connie Fisher for her supportive advice . T h e y go through several changes and become sunny yellows, fiery reds, golden ambers, rich purples, turning the area into a blaze of color. Once again you'll need to practice this a bit before trying to use it. Make the mark and try to do it in the proper amount of time, as going too fast can also
become a problem. Quotation marks and indentation always stand out very easily. 100. Then I saw a television commercial showing a young man running his finger down a page and reading thousands of words per minute. Repeat the section in order to get the hand movement smooth (never j e r k y ! being careful to run down the margins) and
automatic. The topic is only indirectly referred to in the first sentence. If this is the case, then I can't understand why they paid to study with me. Back to the First Grade: Practice As Much As You Can; Exercise No. 24; Exercise No. 25 Chapter Seventeen: Read Without Saying Each Word to Yourself—and Soar 105 Be Sure You're Ready to Move
Ahead; "Paragraphing": The New Hand Movement; Put Your Earplugs On to Practice: The Two Keys to Successful Practice; Exercise No. 2 6 ; You're Your Own Best Bet; Exercise No. 27 Chapter Eighteen: How Arc You Coming Along? This is most important or else you will continue looking at the passage and read it the old way. Since then, thousands
of people have successfully learned to at least triple their reading speeds and improve their comprehension skills. D. Although you can probably find some reading "expert" who says that you can't read faster than such-and-such rate (I've read, or heard it argued, that it is "impossible" to read faster than 4 0 0 words per minute, though many "experts"
admit rates up to around 1,200 words per minute), most teachers of efficient reading would agree that you can easily learn to read from two to three times faster than you do now. to Chip Chapin who gave me many opportunities to expand . Answers: A: Trees B: birds C: John I: handicapped boy J: granddad D: Bill K: frog E: Spinoza F: Masi G: farm
animals H: Ludwig L: mall M: farm life You might have found many of these passages quite simple. etc.) and take no longer than three seconds maximum to underline and come back doing (he circling. W h e n I was National Director of Education lor Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, there were many different studies in my files on the use of the hand
as a pacer. FOR EVELYN NIELSEN W O O D through whose untiring efforts in the face of unimaginable obstacles was able to effect the "speed reading revolution" and introduce her exciting ideas to millions AND FOR M. She finished as one of the most successful students in the course, but I'm sure that just being able to keep up, and even get ahead
in school, was the best reward for her. The old adage, practice makes perfect. "You were very brave. Dr. Lowell Lees of the University of Utah, was astonishingly fast When she tested him. The second sentence is still doing the same thing as in the first pattern, telling us more about the first one. Practice read the section in one minute. The fascinating
possibilities—and realities—of reading a book a day are also included. And when you're understanding, you'll know it. Ohio. He failed his marketing test. Using your index finger, follow the pauern shown in Figure 10. A) Hey, just because you know speed reading doesn't mean you have to use it for every single text you ever encounter. Set a Purpose
for 39 Third Misconception; Once 10; Get Specific with Your Work So Hard; Use These Everything You Read Chapter Eight: Become One of the World's Faster Readers! 45 The M Secret" of Speed Reading; A New Drill Can Increase Your Rate Even More; Exercise No. 11; Push Up Even When You're "Reading". You should be able to do about five per
minute with a little practice. When you understand everything, come bach to the first step and begin. 32 Chapter K. In this method of rapid reading, you develop your speed with a certain degree of independence from your comprehension. Well, it is easy. READING POSITIONS Many people will not like to find out that the best position for reading is
silting up in a chair with your back firmly against the back of it. 1 06 Chapter Seventeen A dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog g dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog B cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat
cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat cat C horse cow cow horse horse cow cow horse horse cow horse cow cow horse horse cow cow horse horse cow horse cow cow horse horse cow cow horse horse cow horse cow cow horse horse cow cow horse horse
cow D cat arvd dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and dog and cat and horse and dog and cat and dog E the horse and cow and dog and cat and cow and dog and cat the horse and dog and cat the horse and cow and cat the
horse and cow and dog the horse and cow and dog and cat the horse and cow and dog and cat the horse Uitm to Head As Fau As You Think ADAPT YOUR HAND MOVEMENT TO THE 97 PARAGRAPH Always be certain to adapt the circling band movement to paragraphs. 23 TEST YOUR READING RATE TO SEE WHERE Y o u STAND Most people feel
that they read too slowly—but they have no idea of how fast they really read. But understanding what it's based on can help you to achieve it more easily. 1 determined to find a way for people to teach themselves these techniques and thus make them available to the hundreds of thousands who need them so badly but can t afford the expensive
classroom instruction. If you are one of the few lucky ones, perhaps your rate went way up. Make a new mark. A definite lime each day is imperative. Therefore, if you read one word at a time, as you were taught to do, you read one word every quarter of a second. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! File loading please wait... Divide V by
3 (3 minutes) to find the words per minute. Then if you warn to breeze through novels at rales in excess of 1.000 words per minute, you'll have to sacrifice looking at one or two words at a time and saying each word to yourself. Lenses were advised, at least for reading, if they did not already have them. In this very informal type of evaluation you have
an excellent way of watching your progress. Although this may at first seem a bit awkward, you will quickly get used to it. She really loves all sports. Or. if you must, go to your bookstore and seek out some books that are written and printed for young people There are many fine biographies (remember Young Thomas Jefferson and the like?) and other
interesting stories. Before you begin your practice drilling for the day. 5 START USING YOUR BUILT-IN READING ACCELERATOR It may surprise you to learn that you already possess the greatest reading accelerator that has yet been discovered: your hand. These types of hand movements focus a lot more on grasping the concepts behind a text
rather than actually "reading" word-by-word. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SLOW AND FAST R E A D E R S The difference between these naturally fast readers and others that we can observe is the difference in the eye movements. 3 Materials: Any easy book, not your testing book Timing device. Reading is actually a far m Ok. Where to start? You
will discover writers' secrets that unveil the writing patterns which will help you to go even faster. In fact, anyone reading faster than 2 4 0 words per minute is doing this. That's because I wouldn't know what many of the words meant. There's quite some iruth to the saying about leaching old dogs new tricks, and trying to learn new reading habits
after over sixty years of one technique is not easy. In paragraph A "Herbert goes to the garden and picks a lot of vegetables" is all it's really saying. Mark listened for the sound of his fathers motor-boat. In fact, doing this alone helps the average person speed up from 1 0 % to 2 0 % . If they already wore lenses, often an adjustment of the prescription
or vision training was suggested. All but one of the children at the school went out to play basketball. They both were part of the beautiful wild world of the Everglades. As you know, in order for the eyes to see. She also likes to ride horseback and jumps as well. Math is her favorite subject. For some people it may take two or three months. It's
exceedingly rare for anyone to go over 4 0 0 words per minute even though they have no responsibility to the material, no test, report, etc. As you begin to be able to 21 22 Chapter T h r e e rccognize more and more whole words, your rate j u m p s from 60 words per minute to about 175, usually in the sixth grade when most reading instruction ends.
Begin," and then a three-minute silence before saying. B. I spent a total of about 70 hours doing speed reading exercises over the last four months. (Page 6 7 ) Do you understand why some reading passages arc harder to read than others? Gloria went to the grocery store and bought milk, butter, cream, eggs, cheese, apples, pears, peaches, grapes
and canned nuts, two bananas, cereal, bread, frozen pizzas, vanilla and chocolate ice cream, a cake, popcorn, CocaCola and orange soda. Slip the paper down to expose the first paragraph. Title. GETTING AHEAD If you have extra time, try to find some more time to read, always using your hand of course, before going on to the next lesson. Basically,
you can't understand the other words because you have been trained to understand a word by seeing it and saying it to yourself. He built several castles which almost bankrupted the royal treasury. If you do the circling slowly, you will block the words and not accomplish anything. THE THREE RULES WHICH GOVERN COMPREHENSION RULE O N
E : The more abstract words a passage contains, the harder it is to read quickly. you should try to look the chapter over and perhaps find what i t s about. In the next stage, readers no longer move their hps. 34 Chapter Three Practice Drills for Week 2 Today you should spend as much time as you have working on the drills which follow, without
reading an additional chapter. "1 know your mother took good care of you." "What about its m o t h e r ' " asked Mrs. But then you started seeing groups of letters together, possibly first syllables, or parts of words, then whole words. The last sentence is tricky. If you do this, either hold a pencil between your teeth as you read, or else practice making
a sound, like a lea kettle, sort of a whistle, as you read until the habit is broken. And they would always be neighbors. Only then can it be found whether or not you understand the material you are reading. A small Speed Reading FAQ: A note: when referring to hand movements, I mean a certain pattern that you do with your finger on top of the page
of texts, which your eyes follow. The first week will go very quickly. Divide McM by 3 to find the words per minute rate. You arc able to see all of the words and recognize that they are all English words—or whatever language you're reading in. The purposes vary (and so should the rates), what you understand and comprehend will vary, but that's as it
should be. The next step in reading is when the reader begins to recognize whole groups of letters at o n e time. Some initial exer- are an above average reader. That is exactly what you have to do in order to learn to read "visually," except that you must put in "earplugs." Of course you do not really have to wear earplugs, but you are not listening to
real sounds. which is preferred, then a novel or biography would be a good second choice. be sure you've done your practice drilling for today. And you will also discover the many different ways of reading—yes. Then he patted the milk on the animals lips. 3) Well, thats nice, but I actually like to enjoy reading. Mid-Course Review Do you know how to
compute your reading rate? First, the method is a very natural one. deer, rhinoceroses, gorillas, bears, lions, cougars and jaguars. When you finish the section begin it again, continuing until the movement is smooth and automatic, never jerky. "We couldn't leave it to die so we brought it in with us." The two hunters stepped out of the boat. And first
you must know something about how your eyes work when you read. You're just practicing slowness, which you can already do. Try to go a bit faster and try to pass the first mark. J. What you should do is continue with the last week's practice drills until you can achieve these reading rates. In any book you wish to read, do Exercise 4 from this
chapter. If you didn't remember everything, look over those pages once again. or sales promotional ote For information, pieatve write to: Penguin Putnam I n ; . Doug Wood has one of the sunniest dispositions of anyone I know. In the paragraphs below find whether the third sentence is a level " 3 " and diagram it on your paper. The important thing is
to get used to using your hand In these exercises, you have learned how to use your hand to pace your reading. Sometimes the material is just very badly organized If you face any of these problems in your reading, there are techniques which you will learn in this book to cut through the confusion and to learn to understand it more easily. After you've
gone through this story a few times you should be able to get a rough idea of what's happening. Most people comprehend the words they read both through seeing the words as well as by saying the words, silently, to themselves. When 1 taughi the Evelyn Wood course, I would sometimes ask a student to drop out of class after the first two or three
lessons. Time Jiow long it rufees you to cover the entire section. And when you're spending long hours pouring over medical tomes, that's a big savings of time. Practice read the same section in two minutes; be sure to make the mark. This helps in developing comprehension at high speeds, just as it helps to eliminate regressions at the lower speeds.
The following exercise will help you to learn to practice properly. Using dusting, pace down the pages about three or four seconds per page, going margin-to-margin with your whole hand. I stayed after class with him and that seemed to clear up things. The panther headed for her cub. So whether it's cutting down on that backlog of business reports
and technical matter or scaling that mountain of newspapers and leisure reading, getting up to speed is only a matter of time and practice. And that's just what 1 want. I embraced the book fully, deciding to always follow its instructions and do all exercises to the best of my ability. As your finger moves back to the left side, in about one second, your
eyes will be sweeping across the three lines of print and looking at all of the words. It's very frustrating, so they usually don't get very far. Understanding all of the ideas of the book? A SENIOR "STUDENT'1 MAKES IT Arthur, one of my older students, was a recently retired senior partner of one of Wall Street's most respected brokerage firms. If you
looked at the words in as short a period of time as I do. Keeping up with my reading in school turned out to be incredibly easy. J o h n washed the dishes; his wife asked him to do it. But afier a slower than average start, Arthur came through reading more than three times faster with better comprehension. Proper names and italicized words will
probably j u m p out at you. If you test yourself in several books, you may find a variation in your abilities. Practice read the same section in 35 seconds. It never will be But, of course, with practice and the development of your skills, you'll get very good with it and gain the confidence that you'll require. By the end of one session. The various
professions dealing with the eyes can be confusing. RAPID READING IS A S K I L L Rapid reading is not a difficult skill to learn. If you have any question about this, a simple test is to read aloud from a newspaper to someone. Divide the total number of words read C D H ) by the amount of time, i.e., 1.5 minutes into 2 , 2 9 5 = 1,530 words per minute.
When you look at a group of words, you will see all of them, focus in on some of them, then others, looking for meaning and ideas rather than individual words. 3. John went out to milk the cows. do the first and second drills, etc. REGRESSIONS SLOW YOUR RATE CONSIDERABLY More than likely, you read fewer than 2 4 0 words per minute. Even
though he was her grandfather, she thought he was too strict. Obtain the average number of words per line. Therefore all of the sentences in a paragraph should relate to one subject. The drills allow you to work both according to your own rate of progress and also according to the amount of time that you have to practice. There is so much evidence
that shows how helpful the hand is. ( O r open a file on your computer to track your speed reading progress.) While you are assembling the above items, you should also look for the books you listed in Exercise No. 1. Don't insist on going on if you're really not ready. The first step in developing your comprehension is to practice finding out what the
subject of a paragraph is. At that time I said that one way to learn to be able to discern more information from the sounds that you already hear would be to wear a blindfold for a month or so. climate" tells more about "Lori." nor as much about "Toronto") " 1 7 " 2 7 " 3 " ( "Balance" tells more about "Simone" not about " c o o k . 0 0 0 words per minute
or faster. Perhaps you've been aware that some other students can read and retain information better than you can. Breakthrough Rapid Reading represents an entirely new self-teaching format, with drills and exercises especially for someone who is working alone. And the more ideas per 100 words probably means the more you must slow down to
get meaning. You will be learning to read in a completely new way. We have all been taught to read one word at a time, which means a rate of about 2 4 0 words per minute. He hoped to play professionally some day. If you are under fifteen, you might try reading regularly any books or materials that you enjoy, for 50 minutes or more every day. A
pencil or pen. Sleek didn't see its mother. Remember that you must always reach the goal in the set amount of time. What do you consider reading? They don't get enough comprehension the old way, or the new way. If you use a stop watch, simply start the watch when it is time to begin, then glance over at it from time to time until the three minutes
arc up. Then quickly look up. 180-210 words per minute: You Adequate are an average reader book carefully. Every conceivable subject that has been written about and the whole world of knowledge will lie at your fingertips. BE SURE YOU'RE READY TO MOVE AHEAO If you've been moving up fairly regularly but are still under 5 0 0 . She also could
remember more about it than I could Today, she holds down a part-time j o b . This means that the average reading rate is about 2 1 5 words per minute. If you've created a file on your computer, do the same in your word processing program. FIGURE 2. Better still, if you have a PC. 2 5 This hook 1. You can always adjust your rate to your reading
purpose. At the end of the first lesson, Tom was quite confused with all of the new ways of reading and drilling and computing rates. When she began she had been on a sixth grade reading level. Some people may spend several weeks at this stage, consolidating their efforts, before moving on. The answer that you probably don't want to read is that it
comes largely with practice. (Page 30) Can you make a recall pattern? " ) " l " / " 2 7 " 2 " ("lives" tells more about "Sarah." nothing about "honors list") " 1 7 " 2 7 " 2 " ("smile" tells more about "Doug." not about "sick" or " j o k e " ) " 1 7 * 2 7 * 2 " ("teach . (Page 7) Can you read with the underlining hand movement? It helped me improve a peak rate
of 265WPM in easy texts to about 1000WPM with excellent comprehension, and about 1200WPM with good comprehension. I'm going to warm some milk for it." Mrs. WHAT Y O U S H O U L D KNOW A B O U T READING CONDITIONS There arc two things you should know about reading conditions: what lighting you should have and the best
position, or posture, for reading. Then when you complete the drill with a final reading for comprehension, you probably find your reading rate shooting way up (this usually happens only if you make your mark when practice reading on the "double'' and "triple"). Those "quieter" days are gone forever. one-and. there are more than the one you already
know. •Stop. You will learn how to eliminate this habit shortly and immediately increase your reading rate 1 5 16 Chapter Three because of it. Seeds Improvement You may have to pay special attention to slowing down and learning how to be careful when it is necessary. But that's how it begins. If you have any doubt (possibly it could refer to
something in either of two sentences), ask which of the two sentences it is talking more about. 1 06 Chapter Seventeen A. T h i s usually achieves the 45 degree angle that is most comfortable. You've seen everything before so you should be able to move more quickly. Such eye movements might look like this: But with the very fast readers two more
remarkable things were happening. It drank the milk, then settled back comfortably and fell asleep. Actually, its completely natural. This program brings together the best of what classroom speed reading courses have to offer, and distills fundamental principles and skills that can be learned at home with the help of the drills and exercises provided.
When 1 was teaching in Pittsburgh. She manages to balance her career and home life and still comes up with great meals. Invade the children's section of the public library, even on the pretext that you have young children. Since a rapid reading course, and this book, presume that you can already read and understand most of what comes across your
desk, we will not deal with vocabulary. This will average about twenly minutes per session, often less time than that After the first six lessons, you will find a special section of drills. This time do it with a slight variation, but faster! E X E R C I S E N O . You will be covering them, then "reading" each one using the new hand movement How fo Sruif
Celling Comprehension ai Itigh Speeds 101 W h e n practicing visual reading, you must never go back and read the material the "old way," with linear or underlining reading (except for the first lines of paragraphs). If too much reading is keeping you from becoming a rapid reader, then maybe you should reconsider. If they return to their medical
textbooks, they would also find them relatively easy to read. But Anne Marie was more determined than 1 could see. Dad," he said quietly. Then if they have another opportunity to learn when they're ready, it can be surprisingly easy to do. This is very much the way it "feels" to read groups of words at a time. Today, these castles are among the chief
tourist attractions of Bavaria. And you are not conscious of "reading" the leiters from left to right or from right to left—you just look ai the meaning of the word. The comprehension techniques will soon follow. Bob could also see the smoke. Needs Improvement You tend to be careless in your read- ing. 5. C O M P R E H E N S I O N W H E N R E A D I
N G > I \i/ M/ When reading more than one word at a time you must get meaning mainly from just seeing them because you are going too fast to say all of the words to yourself. But for now. Now when you look at a word, for example "difficult," you do not look at each letter. 5 Any easy book of your choice Timing device, preferably a tape recorder
Purpose: Leant how to practice seeing more than one word at a time by learning to make your mark 1. Since in almost every case the topic is in the first sentence, read the first sentence carefully trying to find what this passage is going to be about. (As this was a one-minute read, it is not necessary to divide V by another number.) 6. Are you going
faster yet? For that individual, it is like reading a foreign language. A Salt Lake City school teacher discovered how to turn average readers into super-fast readers. Maybe you've heard that John F Kennedy was one of these rapid readers. This depends entirely upon how well developed your reading skills were when you started this book. Within a few
lessons this same rate is usually representative of their lowest, study-reading rate, and by the end of the course when we repeat this same "test" everyone is amazed—not so much at how far they've come but that their former top rate now seems so very slow. (Page 16) Do you know how to test whether the light is too dim or too bright? If you try to
may wind up understanding how it is done but not be able to do most out of this book and to progress most rapidly 1 suggest that chapter at a time, ideally one chapter a day. Mark dipped his fingers into the milk. That does not mean that you will not continue to improve, which you will with all of the further practice and drills. (Page 6 5 ) Can you turn
pages the new way (with the nonpacing hand)? Open your book to any place you wish to start. probably a result of poor habits. Usually this applies to those working in English as a second language, because their vocabulary in English isn't sufficiently developed. After picking the book up and while dusting the dirt off its pages, she realized that the
movement of her hand was causing her to see and read more than one word at a time. Early attempts to increase reading rates involved the use of various machines, such as a device called the tachistoscope and various reading pacers. 2 2 A sheet oj paper or cardboard to cover the paragraphs on the next page Pencil or pen Cover all the paragraphs
on the next page; be careful not to look at them before doing this exercise. If I were to read them. Tom was the weakest student in one class. Count the total number of lines read. On a piece of paper write down everything you can remember from the reading without looking back at the reading selection. only holds true when the practice is proper.
Then skip to another paragraph that doesn't immediately follow. by Peter Weaver. Purdy found a bottle and filled it with warm milk. At first you should count as you go (one-and, two-and. It will also help if you spend extra time just reading, with your hand, so that you will be comfortable at rates around 5 0 0 or more. At that time, learning theories
couldn't account lor anyone being able to read much faster than 4 0 0 words per minute. although some teachers claim to be able to do this. 8 Chapter Three TESTING YOURSELF Oncc you have your test book, pen or pencil, and a timing device, then you are ready to begin. This is usually the case in all writing. ------------------------This is an excellent
book. of course, but that's not the place to be concerned about your rate. To do this count the number of words in any three full lines and divide the sum by three. This should be a book that you haven't read, preferably on a general subject or perhaps a biography. if you want to see explanations of the various passages, here they are. You may
sometimes feel that you dtd not understand something particularly well, so you decide to go back and reread it. We were both a little anxious as the Ranger told us that no one had been in this part of the forest for many months. H 2, n if you read further ahead Eliminate Regressions and Speed Ahead 23 3. And it increases daily. USING THE INDEX
FINGER AS A R E A D I N G PACER 18 Chapter Three E X E R C I S E N O . This, of course, comes with a lot of practice. DRILLS TO 11 READ WITHOUT SAYING EACH WORD TO YOURSELF—AND SOAR If you've been praciicing faithfully, and you've been able to read with comprehension around 5 0 0 words per minute, then you're ready to take the
next step in learning to read rapidly. From Man and the Lining World by Karl Vbn Fritch Reprinted by permivsion of Harcoert Brace iovanovich. Read each paragraph as quickly as you can, only for the purpose of finding what it is about, one time. 277 becomes 2 7 0 . and then another (backwards) across the page. LB 1050.54 K85 I. Once you can get
comprehension on an easy level, then start moving up until you can understand on whatever level you wish. Adequate or Needs Improvement: You 11 You probably should con- sult a reading specialist through a local university, school, or reading clinic. W h e n this happens, your rate just naturally, and fairly rapidly, begins to go up. Sarah Bridges is
bright student with dreams of attending an Ivy League school. But if there were only 31 or 32 words, you should put the count at ten W P L because it is more accurate to round down in determining your reading rate. Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company From The Ho-*1 and Why Wonder Hook of Weather by George B o n n 11 lived by
permission of Grosset Si Dun lap. Some of the beginning techniques may slow you down. When you drill by rereading, you help to eliminate regressions more quickly, since the mind can relax and not worry about missing something: you've already read it. He may prescribe lenses as well as vision training. C. Attempt to follow the story line. It takes a
lot of practice to develop a feeling of comfort and security, but that's true in learning most skills. This will determine whether you should continue to do the practice drills from this past week, or move ahead with the new ones. If there's more to the paragraph, then you drop down again and take one more line across, drop down and take three or more
lines, etc. his Adams apple siill moves as though they were speaking. (Page 2 5 ) A R E YOU READY TO MOVE ON? ATTENTION: CORPORATIONS AND SCHOOLS Prentice Hall books arc available at tjujnuty divcounu with Uilk purchase foe educational, bwviness. " 2. Sleek would look at him with yellow eyes and remember. California. That makes it a
tougher j o b . Sometimes they move back up. T h i s is called practicing or practice reading. Try to take a whole paragraph at a time. do the first drill; if you practice 40 minutes a day. T H E TWO KEYS TO S U C C E S S F U L PRACTICE You now know how to go about selecting the best materials to practice (in Chapter Sixteen), you know the proper
hand movement, and you know why to practice very fast. They will probably seem obvious to you at this point because you have already come a long way in the development of your reading efficiency and awareness. Has your rate shot up? 1 was very worried about my reading assignments in graduate school. You should have lighting that is neither
too bright nor too dim; either one can be a strain on your eyes. Quite simply, all a sentence can do is tell you more about the one just before it, or refer back to another, usually the topic sentence. Looking away, write down the word or words of w hat it is about on your paper. ISOLATED PHRASES. It is also sometimes possible to observe the
movements from a person's side. in addition, to spend at least half an hour a day just reading. Perhaps, and only perhaps, they are not as good in learning that particular skill or aspect of the skill, but that is all it means. Paper. And that makes it very difficult to "think" in the subject. Not real earplugs, of course, because you are not hearing real
sounds. " If you can understand these simple patterns, then you know the secret of how writers write and how speakers speak. You will be doing the drill in a chapter of a b o o k , or a section of about ten pages. E. It will make it easier if you take a book or binder two to three inches thick and place it under the book that you are reading. You've also
been developing a coordination of your eye movements with your hand movements. Did you notice that the subject of each passage was always in the first sentence? If you prefer, write it down in a word processing program. (Page 1 0 5 ) W h e n you practice read, do you fry to understand something? Most H M O s cover members' vision care. Start at
the beginning of any chapter. At first it looked as if she might not know her cub. I think it's important lo k n o w that factors such as your atlitude can control your performance in various skills. W h e n you complete this, you are to stop and put down anything at all that you might have noted on a recall pattern. Like any sport, reading is just a skill,
and the more you practice it the better you will get. Pick up any book, take a piece of paper and a pencil, and see how many paragraphs you can find the topics of in a five-minute period. Then they were to come back and finish the course. use the timer on one of your computer programs. Therefore, they just need training in the skills of rapid reading
in order to go quickly. H. H O W M U C H CAN THE EYES SEE? Life on a farm was not easy. "Mark, M a r k P called his father "Come in for breakfast." Mark was afraid to turn his head. VIII W H A T BFTFAKTHFTOUGH RAPID RC A D I * C M F A N * TO Y O U Having successfully taught thousands of people of all educational backgrounds to read
faster and better, 1 am convinced that there is no better way for anyone to improve his or her reading ability. At this point you are simply practicing the hand movement in order to 1 06 Chapter Seventeen get the hand movement smooth, even, and automatic. WHAT Y O U R EYES DO WHEN YOU READ Before you learn how to read with your hand,
you should know why you read slowly. But he had already tried several other measures, none of which worked, and all of which were frustrating to him. You have probably experienced the "emptiness" when doing the Double/Triple Drill. compare your results with your beginning course evaluation. While in the White House. By this time your eyes
probably know what to do, so you won't need to make the circles any more to attract them to the right part of the page. A Materials: Any easy book Timing device. It is not the most efficient way to get the best comprehension, but it is certainly one way. But the more you practice going at the higher rate, the sooner you and your brain will gei used to
it. Sometimes he designs fabrics and wallpapers. level T A blue cool wos left in rhe check room level Its jleevc wos lorn Level "3" ApporenHy it hod been dcoe with o knife. It is somewhat like looking at a picture. • The mother was not around," said Marks father. 0 0 0 words in the English language, yet fewer than 4 0 0 structure words (words which
tie sentences and phrases together but which carry no meaning) arc used about 65 percent of the time. Eliminating regressions is just the beginning, and soon you'll start becoming aware of just how quickly you can begin to read much faster. Multiply the average number of words per page ( * C H ) times the number of pages read, i.e.. W h e n you
are reading to test yourself, try to read as you would normally read material of this nature. Perhaps they've decided its a nuisance, or perhaps they're just lazy and doesn't want to be bothered. This will give you (he total number of words that you have read. In short: no, a lot of speed reading isn't really what you traditionally think of as reading. If you
use it for all of your daily reading while you are completing this course, then you will undoubtedly find it quite difficult to read without it. "Where is she?" "She must be hurt somewhere tn the Everglades." said Mr.Purdy "No mother ever leaves her baby for long if she can help it." The cub grew stronger day by day. I always tell my students to think
about how lucky they are. T h i s he faithfully did, though when he found time to do it I can't imagine. Sometimes a person has "heavy" eyelids, and it is difficult to see the eyes themselves. You will quickly become more interesting to your friends, your family, even to yourself, as you pore over more and more materials. And there is always word or a to
another one in (he sentence it connects with. Imagine looking at a photograph of a brick wall and having to look at each brick, from left to right, starting at the top and working your way down. Mark the point where you stop reading. Since it is becoming more specific, we give it a grade of *3. One at a time, read each sentence or paragraph below as
quickly as possible, with }t>ur hand, and find what it is about. He didn't move an inch. was far more important to me than any statistics. E X E R C I S E Materials: 1. It is most important that you understand this well, because your ability to practice properly is the key to your success. the fewer words you're able to subvocalize to yourself. It should be
easy to understand why it is possible to learn to respond to many words together, as a unit, when so many of them carry no meaning and are so repetitious. The index finger underlines the first line of the paragraph, then drops down three or more lines and comes back to the left side of the page. He loves to ski in Vermont. It had comc so quietly that
Mark had not heard it. It is vital to your success that the use of your hand becomes second nature to you while you are reading. Even your attitude can affect your reading rate, and you will discover what you can do about it. "Ready? Learning the skills of efficient reading is relatively simple. 24 Chapter T h r e e Before you begin ihe ncxi lesson, iry to
get a good hour of reading with using your hand. How did you do? Jack and Jill went up the hill to E X E R C I S E N O . Or, you may notice if its a passage describing or explaining something. You are practically drowning in an ocean of print. Use (Jte exercise below to practice so that you'll be ready (o take the next step tomorrow. At this moment your
eyes, looking at a page of print, see exactly what my eyes see. and to the many friends at Reading Dynamics including Judy Loughman, Marianne Hayes. And even though all or most of the words in each paragraph were the S3me. do not expect to get much comprehension— possibly none. That will help you to start working on your comprehension.
Today, if you look at a word, as we already discussed, you are no longer consciously aware of the individual letters. 1) Is it REALLY the same as reading?A) Yes and no. The best thing you can do with most skills is to practice daily, but also continue to practice beyond the time suggested. Then your hearing would become much more acute. One word of
caution: Do not read through the book planning to come back and do the exercises later because many of the exercises will lose their effect if you know what to expect in advance. Speaking every word to yourself? 2 Materials: Tins book. He was a Jew. Tom didn't finish first in the class, but he did finish with the top group He then liked to read so much
that he wanted to come back in another six months and take the course over again. To some people it feels "empty," others at first feel very insecure with it. PRACTICE PASSAGE OF NONSENSE MATERIAL X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB BBBBBB BBB BBBB BBB BBBBBB BBBB
BBBBBB BBB BBBBBB X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB BBBBBB BBB BBBB BBB B B B B B B BBBB BBBBBB BBB B B B B B B X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB BBBBBB BBB BBBB BBB BBBBBB BBBB BBBBBB BBB
BBBBBB X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB BBBBBB BBB BBBB BBB BBBBBB BBBB BBBBBB BBB BBBBBB X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB B B B B B B BBB BBBB BBB BBBBBB BBBB B B B B B B BBB B B B B B B X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB B B B B B B BBB BBBB BBB BBBBBB BBBB BBBBBB BBB BBBBBB X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB B B B B B B BBB B B B B BBB BBBBBB BBBB B B B B B B BBB BBBBBB X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X BB BBBB B B B B B B BBB BBBB BBB BBBBBB BBBB B B B B B B BBB B B B B B B Start Viing Your Built-in Reading Accelerator 19 When you have spent a few minutes on Exercise No. 2, then you should be ready to begin using your hand to read. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been spent on fancy machines to help speed up reading rates, and even computer software, but none of them has ever begun to equal the human hand. Sarah didn't want to go. Lori Mammcn lives in Florida. Learning to eliminate them is the first step in learning to read faster. You'll need your testing book, and the other usual materials.
In the following passages the paragraphs are longer. Sleek rubbed happily against her. You will undoubtedly come across some partial lines. This would obviously result in very poor comprehension. It did. 1 hope he did return though, because he was such a fine example of how easy it can be, with a little extra effort, to get to the top even when you
start at the very bottom. It has been observed that there are over 6 0 0 . Many tests do not even measure what they are intended to measure very well. We often assume that we can see only one word, maybe two, at a time. T h e n run the tip of your finger along each line of print j u s t underneath the words you are reading. As you know, ihe first
thing that you should be getting from a passage of print is simply "seeing" all of the words. Masi was a charming young woman with short dark hair. (A watch or the clock on your PC will do.) Purpose: Learn to begin eliminating regressions through using the hand as a pacer. Now. you would spot the wrong letter immediately. See for yourself. Read in
new material for three minutes, using your hand Make a mark where you finished reading. Comprehension will always govern speed, except when practicing, because obviously reading without understanding is not reading at all. They need not be books you feel you should read, but rather books you really want to read. And it was from her that 1
learned that mind organization starts with the ability to absorb printed material rapidly. Another book of your choice. Everyone does this when looking at photographs or illustrations. You Adequate. to Verla Nielsen, who offered such good support in Salt Lake City . This would be material which is not written on a very complex level. W h e n you
follow- the tested and proven method in this book, you will find your mind growing closer to its potential than you ever believed possible. But in order to learn to discern information from what you see, without hearing it, you have to go faster than you can say the words to yourself. He hadn't studied for it. I have found over the years that if students
practiced in their own reading materials—materials relevant to them—it becomes much easier to alleviate personal reading problems and progress much faster in the course. then you would not perceive as m u c h information. But there is always a chance, even though it is a slight one (probably less than five percent), that the real topic is given
somewhere else in the passage. If you use a tape recorder, record a three-minute time period in the following manner: Record onto the tape: 'Ready? Later on you'll begin to work with both of them together. The last exercise is so important that you should repeat it at least one more time. F. (Page 5 2 ) Do you know the best reading posture? but their
voice box. Daisy had been informed directly and indirectly that she was one of the slowest readers in her class. Finding a name in a phone book would be reading, as would going through a novel or studying a textbook. Autumn is a magnificent time in Vermont. Since the paragraph is the first unit of thought, as all its sentences help to form a single
idea, this is the first unit on a page that we pay attention to when reading fast. But Evelyn Wood found the naturally fast readers looking at groups of words, groups that included words above and below any given word on a line, as well as the words to either side of it. When you first learned to read, your teacher had you read out loud so that he or she
knew that you were understanding the words. coming across one line, then dropping down three or more lines and circling very quickly as your finger comes back from right-to-lcft. to Charles Durakis who gave me an opportunity to work much more closely with Evelyn Wood . ELIMINATING REGRESSIONS If you've been using your hand to read,
then youvc been experiencing reading with fewer regressions. It stood still 1 06 Chapter Seventeen and watched the boy and the cub. cises may appear easy, but do them carefully to insure a good foundation. Simone Beck is an inventive cook. Levels of Comprehension in High Speed Reading As I told you at the beginning of this book, in learning some
skills the practice is more important than an understanding. One of her great qualities is patience. More "Recording" Tricks; Exercise No. 41; Now Apply the Techniques for Yourself; A Final Word Chapter Thirty: Unravel Difficult Passages This Easy Way 211 When Reading in a New Field; When the Writing Is Abstract; Success Doesn't Always Mean
100 Percent; How Fast Can You Read?; When Reading Test Materials; Exercise No. 42 Practice Drills for Week 6 (Supplementary drills to be done with the next six chapters.) 220 CONTENTS Chapter Thirty-one: Develop High Speeds with These Special Drills xiii 227 It Helps to Be Relaxed: Results Vary with Various Teachers; Is the Glass Half Empty
or Half Full?; Exercise No. 43; Exercise No. 44; Practice at Three Times Your Reading Rate Chapter Thirty-two: Read Your Newspaper Instantaneously 233 Practice Your New Techniques Where Its Easy; Familiarity Breeds Faster Reading; News Articles Have the Easiest Form of All; A New Way to Read the Newspaper; Narrow Column Hand
Movements; Exercise No. 45 Chapter Thirty-three: Don't Waste Your Time Reading the Mail 239 The First Rule: Handle Everything Only Once; Evaluate a Letters Importance Right Away; Exercise No. 46 Chapter Thirty-four: Develop the Book-a-Day Habit 249 First Decide What You Want to Read; How to Get More Books Read: A-Book-a-Day
Approach; Patrick Buchanan Reads Three Books in Two Flights; The Form of Fiction; A Structural Review of "The Cop and the Anthem"; Exercise No. 4 7 ; Names Can Be a Problem; W h y Read Novels? Find the average number of words per line. When his brother returned there would be work for him to do as well. At the same time as you are doing
it. On your paper letter from MA~ to After reading a sentence or paragraph once, look away, and on your paper write down what the paragraph is about in as few words as possible. Most important, there are few "practice" reading passages. Only 20 of these were "content" or words carrying meaning, and 102 were structure words. Undoubtedly you
arc aware that you are almost buried, literally, under over one million words, every day of your life. Make certain that you are seeing all of the words (not reading!): a simple test is simply to be aware that all of the words you've seen are English words or whatever language you're reading in. The average reader makes many regressions, going back
and looking at words, 10 to 11 times for every 1 0 0 words read. Then, when you can't understand part of a passage, usually the most general part, you simply move down to where it becomes more specific. About ten yards away he saw a large brown panther. Assuming that you have begun this course of study as an average reader (reading around 2
0 0 words per minute), and that you practice as instructed, then the following chart will give you an indication of what you can expect to achieve: I F Y O U D R I L L E A C H DAY F O R IN SIX W E E K S YOU S H O U L D BE ABLE TO READ* APPROXIMATELY: 20 Minutes 4 0 0 t o 8 0 0 w o r d s per m i n u t e o r d o u b l e a rate o f 3 0 0 W P M o r
less 4 0 Minutes 6 0 0 to 1200 W P M 6 0 Minutes 8 0 0 to 1500 W P M 90 Minute* 1200 to 2000 WPM 120 Minutes over 2 0 0 0 W P M ( O v e r 9 0 m i n u t e s s h o u l d b e divided i n t w o s e s s i o n s ) •As reading rate will vary with iKc type of rn*tcrul. Then chcck your own paper to see if you remembered as much as you feel you should have. Be
certain to underline the first line of every paragraph, then take three or more lines going back and forth till you have looked over all of the paragraph. The uploader already confirmed that they had the permission to publish it. she related that never had she felt so confident before. Most people become used to it within a few days. 1. Even her younger
sister read faster. —Rev p. Using your hand to pace your reading can truly be described as miraculous. HOW TO U S E YOUR HAND IN READING To use your hand to increase your reading rate, begin by pointing your index finger as in Figure 2. The cub did not smell quite the same. But by the second lesson he was getting further behind, and by the
third lesson (a similar point to where we are now in this course) it was a hopeless situation. When you have computed your rate, record it on your progress profile. Select a chapter or section of about ten pages. Did you catch the hidden word in paragraph D? Words and phrases seem to 'jump*' out at you but you have almost no idea of what is going
on. ISBN 1-4406-6527-3 1. And the side effects are tremendous. President Theodore Roosevelt used to read a book every day before breakfast, and he occasionally read three a day. In fact, you don't just go as fast as you possibly can, you practice by going much faster than you can. And it seems to accept this. I could sec a small column of smoke
coming from what appeared to be a chimney. With your index finger extended, move your hand under each line in about one second. PRACTICE DRILLS TO 1 A H o w PEOPLE READ REALLY FAST The attempt to speed up our reading is a recent phenomenon It came about because of the tremendous increase in the amount of printed and electronic
material being published, and because, in our modern world, there are more and more demands on our lime. It is very difficult to go fast before you know the words and concepts. If the material is fiction or a biography, you'll probably notice names while you're dusting through the chapter. Of course, you can have a variation of the two basic patterns,
or a cross between the two. WHEN YOU CAN'T U N D E R S T A N D If you cannot understand a passage, there are generally two reasons why this happens. W h e r e you might hear only footsteps, a blind person would make a character assessment, j u s t as you do when you look someone over In order to teach yourself to discern more information
from the sounds that you can already hear, you would probably have to wear a blindfold for a month or two. If you were relaxed and made the mark easily each time, you may think that you are doing something wrong because it seems so easy. rereading. W h e n you read you are only recalling the sounds of the words to yourself in your mind's ear.
PRACTICE DRILLS TO i e H o w TO START GETTING COMPREHENSION AT HIGH SPEEDS There are three basic rules which govern how quickly you can read and understand a passage. PROPER PRACTICE IS THE KEY In most skills, you develop gradually, improving bit by bit. Multiply "a" by d. "Speed reading is one of the truly useful educational
ideas of the last few years, and this book can be the least expensive and most efficient way you can learn it." --William Proxmire, United States Senator The perfect answer to today's information explosion, Peter Kump's rapid reading method has already helped thousands of people to read up to eight times faster, with better concentration and
retention. ~You sure are sleek." he said. fJicri drop down three or more lines and start circling the rest of the paragraph. There are at least five lines to each "paragraph." so you should simply underline from left-to-right the first line, drop down and circle from right-to-left the last four lines. Usually I ask them to put their hand in the air and rapidly
shake it back and forth Then 1 tell them to do the same thing under the lines of print, while keeping their eyes open just to see whatever they can see. Beginning on page 96—don't peek or you'll spoil the experience—is a scries of "paragraphs" which you are to "read" using the circling hand movement. to Pat Cafferata who gave the first sensible
answers to many of my questions . T U R N TO PAGE 72 FOR THE PRACTICE COMPLETE TODAY'S WORK. She said she was finding that not only had she cut her study reading time significantly, but also she knew the material much better and was already getting better test scores at school. This has been easy to do when using the circling hand
movement, and its variation of underlining and circling. Obviously, fewer ideas per 100 words, for example, means more structure words—words that are very easy to recognize and read quickly. but finally she did When they all met they were having a good time at the Thai restaurant. The same thing happens to students who practice at too low a
speed. She knew that her c u b would follow her. Less time is better. In other words, you'll be working on both separately. Some of their favorites included zebras, monkeys, giraffes, antelopes, elephants, tigers, water buffalos. But then you slowly started looking at almost every word as a whole rather than at the parts. (Page 17) Can you read a
paragraph and find out what it's about? This is primarily intellectual. Ronald Vivio, a teacher who used to work with me. Collect them now and you will then be ready to test yourself tomorrow Materials You Will Need for the First Week 1. Master each concept and drill before moving on 10 the next one. COMPREHENSION VERSUS SPEED
Occasionally, when working on comprehension, it is easy to forget your reading speed. And this book can even be used by graduates of rapid reading courses to continue developing and refining their skills—or to review areas in which they need more work. Try to avoid novels and how-todo-it books; magazines are not usually satisfactory for testing
since most articles are not long enough. then drop down three or more lines and make quick circles coming back from right to left, drop down one line and begin again. I left Pittsburgh to go to New York by that lime so I don't know what happened. Try to read as much as you can. Slouching, lying down, and other alternative reading positions are
simply not the best way to read. O P T I C I A N : A specialist who makes or sells corrective lenses but is not licensed to prescribe them. The eyes see in a circle, not in a "line," and they can see pretty clearly an area about the size of a half dollar. Cover it with your hand after reading it, so that you can't look back at it. I'm certain that she'll never
forget to use her "secret" method—her hand as a pacer—whenever she wants to speed up. 1 was counting on you not to move and you didn't." "I'm going to miss Sleek," said Mark. WHY YOU CAN'T UNDERSTAND AT A T I M E LOTS OF WORDS You must be wondering why you can t understand all of these words if you can see them. If you have extra
time and you would like to start getting ahead before the next lesson, here's what to do: 1. Many people are, but it takes some people a little longer to get used to the hand as a pacer. Revived Eighth Edition, by Wmtrobe et at. w d. The amount of time that you spend drilling will relate directly to how fast you will be able to read when you complete this
book. Now you will find out how to test your own reading rate, and also how to measure how much you retained of what you read. And instances of persons reading from five to ten times faster than they began are also very common. But his own statement that he was now able to get much more reading in. Ok. Where to start? It was playing with
Marks toes. Once she saw how quickly she was progressing she started doing more of the practicing and of course started progressing even faster. it by yourself. If you haven't experienced reading 5 0 0 words per minute, then you should take a vacation, at least from this book, but not from your practice drilling. A Most of the trees are green. In the
following days, read the following chapters, after which you should repeat as many of these drills as you have time to do. If you want to learn this skill, you will probably have to. 1 9 Materials: Paper Pen or pencil 1. maybe 50 or 100 words per minute faster, or even more, you are certainly subvocalizing fewer words. You will always be "reading" at the
first and last steps of the drills and exercises, but almost never in the middle parts. iv WHAT BREAKTHROUGH RAPID READING MEANS TO Y o u L E A R N T O R E A D M O R E T H A N 3 T I M E S F A S T E R WITH BETTER UNDERSTANDING, MORE RETENTION AND I M P R O V E D R E C A L L — A T H O M E — I N ONLY 6 S H O R T W E E K
S Us not difficult to j o g a mile in eight minutes, yet the worlds fastest miler can barely do it in half that time. The "answers" to these paragraphs are general ones. 210-350 words per minute: You are reading on an average col- Adequate: With regular practice you should see a quick and large improvement. Has your retention improved a bit? The best
lighting for reading is diffused lighting, or lighting that comes from several sources and does not create a glare on the page. The materials are simply books that you might normally read, magazines and newspapers that you subscribe to or read, or printouts from selected online articles. 4. You may go back again and "re-read" the story as many times
as you like, as long as you do it the new way. And you should know as much as 1 have to teach you about linear reading. When you have your words per minute rate, record it on your progress profile. ELIMINATE REGRESSIONS AND SPEED AHEAD There are many famous |>eople who could read extremely fast. There is another difference between
learning conceptual subjects and developing a skill. But don't get discouraged. Now the cub knew what to do. Hcrt>crt went to the garden for his mother and picked many vegetables including peas, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers, carrots, potatoes, green beans, eggplant, squash, parsley, onions, spinach, corn and lima beans. Practice read the same
section in 45 seconds. Read as far and as fast as you can for one minute. How (o Start Celling Comprehension at High Speeds *PANTHER 103 CUB" Mark Purdy was on his knees on the grass putting live bait into little white boxes. Then tomorrow continue with Chapter Seven followed by a repetition of these drills. 7 0 0 or 1 . (Page 4 2 ) IF4>H Arc
You COMING ALONG? Mark called it Sleek. or "4." Good luck! E X E R C I S E Materials: N O . Then Mark^ father came up behind him. Perhaps you do not have the vocabulary. Reading is actually a far more complicated skill than most people believe. I usually answer that by pointing out that if you want to learn to read fast, you're interested in
efficiency. He used to play in Little League. Anyone can do it easily; you just have to move your hand fast enough. Her parents were of Japanese extraction Probably you did not have any trouble with the simple passages in Exercise 7. you will surely find thai you didn't get much from the passages, or that what you did get was incorrect. Be patient and
the improvement will soon follow. "Ma. come look! Dad brought us a panther cub." Mark's mother came to the door. Next record onto the tape. Continue seeing how many you can do. She used to live in Toronto, Canada. The reason should be obvious. "We didn't catch a thing," said one of the hunters. Occasionally. In talking to her. to Lori Mammcn,
my able companion at the New York Institute . Breakthrough Rapid Reading makes conquering information overload a reality. You should not have to think of what you arc doing; just be looking at the nonsense words. You probably quickly realized that you could not see only "Bob." but also the words on both sides of "Bob." the words above and below
—and maybe even more. tried to get readers to read more than one word at a time along a line. However, when a specific purpose is defined in a reading, such as onty find what the passage is about, you should certainly go no more slowly than it takes you to do this. New York 10014 Inc. Save Timr by Starring Today 5 4. At the end of the three
minutes, make a pencil or pen mark where you stopped reading, then close the book. Anne Marie was a very quiet student who began with a double handicap; she was not only a slow reader, but English was her second language. Obviously it's going to be harder when the words are mostly different, but with practice you'll learn how to get
comprehension in those situations as well. Read in new material for one minute from the end of the section you have been practicing. KEEPING YOUR PROGRESS PROFILE When you have computed your reading rate and evaluated your retention, record the figures on the progress profile for the appropriate chapter and test If you continue to record
all of your rates and scores, you will have a good picture of your progress as you develop your skills. "Look down the bank. A few seconds will not make a great difference, and soon you will find u quite easy to do. Divide " c " by the number of minutes you read: WPM In the first class of my courses. It can be a magazine or book, the newspaper, a printout from the internet, or whatever you wish, but just do it with your hand. "There's not enough light there, you 11 ruin your eyes!" when you were absorbed in reading something? 375 Hudson Street. But did you have any difficulty with paragraph 1? I asked him to sit next to Tom 1 think that this was the first time in his life that he was best at
something in school. The last stage is saying the words to yourself, silently, in your minds ear, without any physical movement. Read in new material for one minute. Lift your finger at the end of the line and quickly return it. YOU MUST EVALUATE YOURSELF W h e n you are leaching yourself a skill, such as this o n e . (Page 6 9 ) Can you do the
Double/Triple Drill? In 1966. 2 9 30 Chapter Three PARAGRAPHS HOLD THE FIRST KEY TO C O M P R E H E N S I O N The purpose of having paragraphs in writing is simply to organize a group of sentences into a unit. Special thanks with work on this book goes to Jo Guuadauro who has assisted me for many different years in many different
projects, to David Ross for his invaluable counsel, to my parents who made Schloss Matzen available, where most of this book was peacefully written, also to Denny Modiglian, Arthur Abelman, Margaret Paull, and Janet Cohn. If he or she spends one quarter of a second on each letter, then it would take them one second to read a four-letter word. Or
consult with your Health Maintenance Organization, or HMO. Use your timing device, either a tape or a recording device on your computer. Inc. When you arc developing the skill of fast recognition of words we will not be concerned with comprehension, as has been explained when practice reading was discussed. I immediately called to reserve what
turned out to be the last seat in a Saturday morning class of an Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course. Test Your Raiding Rate to See Where You Stand 13 O C U L I S T : An outdated and infrequently used word which usually means an Ophthalmologist. Now you must learn how to comprehend groups of words. 8 Materials: This book Paper, pencil
Purpose: Find whaf each paragraph is about as quickly as you can. She discovered that people can read out-of-word order But how can you respond to words when they're not in sequence? But this is not fast enough for good practice That's because you can still vocalize too many of the words, and you may c o m e to depend on those few words, trying
to get any kind of comprehension at all. Repeat steps " 2 " through "V reading a new passage and computing the reading rates. Another solution is to use easy books that you've read before, perhaps a year or two ago. Do not lightly skim a textbook as though u were a novel, nor read a novel as though you were studying it for a very comprehensive test.
as tempting as it may be. If your rate has not improved yet, don't worry; it will improve soon enough. D Mark Temple lives in Tiburon. M O S T EFFICIENT REAOING POSTURE Scarf fling Your Built-in Reading Accelerator 1 7 A book is best set at a 45 degree angle to your eyes, as in Figure 1. But if you're not able to make the mark, then the reason is
that you are still trying to "read.'' and now you must learn to go faster than you can read, which is what practice" is. to the teachers of the Pittsburgh and New York Institutes who so ably put up with my experiments . She loves rollerblading best of all. In order to see something, it is necessary for them to stop and fixate on an object for a brief moment
in order to register an impression. On your paper letter from " G " to " M . Business correspondence. Marks father was a guide. Longer novels were once preferred because people had quiet evenings at home without television, the internet, radio, e-mail, movies. It is not difficult to time yourself. Its important to be able to read with fairly decent
comprehension at around 5 0 0 words per minute or faster (though this does not mean that you can read everything at that rate) before attempting to move into the higher speeds. Learning to respond to groups of words is merely a matter of practicing repeatedly and doing the correct drills. Learning to read the newspaper "instantaneously" will allow
you to read much more than just one a day. If you have not yet rcachcd 5 0 0 words per minute, at least some of the time, then you should not yet go on to the next part of the book. I saw this during the first lesson and 1 advised him against taking the course at all: I told 1 1 4 Chapter SiNE teen him to go in and ask for his money back. The average
reader's eyes are somewhat like a cursor moving across a screen: they j u m p from word to word and at the end of the line of print they return quickly to the left margin to start over again. (Page 16) Have you learned how to read without making regressions? You arc only aware of the word as a whole and its meaning. Magazines and newspapers.
This is not difficult to control. H O W TO GET C O M P R E H E N S I O N A T H I G H E R RATES Since beginning to practice the circling hand movement, you must be wondering how you will ever understand when you're looking at so many words at one time Not only that, but you're probably wondering how you can understand by going first one
way. Exercise No. 12; It Can Be Easy to Reach Your Goal Chapter Nine: Use the Magic Line to Develop Belter Reading Recall 51 The "Acid" Test of Comprehension; The Magic Line; Exercise No. 13; Comprehension Versus Speed; Exercise No. 14; Getting Ahead Chapter Ten: Stretch Your Rate Higher with a Different Drill 57 The Range of Efficient
Linear Reading; Your Reading Rate Will Vary; The Double/Triple Drill; Exercise No. 15; Reading Versus Practice Reading; Are You Making the Mark?; How to Move Your Hand Faster Chapter Eleven: Know Writers* Techniques and Help Yourself The Basic Form of Nonfiction: Exercise No. 16; The Forms of Fiction 61 Chapter Twelve: Don't Let Turning
Pages Slow You Down 65 "Dusting"; Exercise No. 17; The Glorious Saga of the Windshield Wiper. Anne is a very good athlete. This results in less work for them and therefore makes it less tiring for you. 0 0 0 words per minute with excellent comprehension. In fact that's all you are to do. . The answer will be your reading rate or W P M . It would
therefore appear that they were reading backwards some of the time Whatever they were doing, the eye movement pattern would look like this: to-left. Disagreement over how fast people can read seems to revolve around a definition of the word "reading." For our purposes. (At that time a student could drop out and reenter with no additional cost.) I
would advise him to do a drill similar to the Double/Triple Drill at least once a day for six months, and. M Here is how to diagram it. It may take a week or so of extra practice. Concentration will become second nature in reading. She loves school Business administration is her favorite subject. reading it only once and with your hand 1. to find the total
number of words that you read. Read the passage once more, again trying to go faster, in three minutes. If you are an adult and your reading rate is less than 120 words per minute, you may be testing yourself with a book that is too difficult. She is happiest playing defense. Chapter Thirty-five: Keep Up with Your Magazines and Informational Reading
255 Use Wisely Whatever Time You Have; Stop Being Compulsive!; When You Find You're Slowing Down; Exercise No. 48; Handle Nonfiction Books the Same Way; Try the Drugstore Drill; Exercise No. 49 Chapter Thirty-six: Find Out J u s t How Far You've C o m e 261 Devise a Six-Month Plan; How Thomas Wolfe Became a Speed Reader; A Few Tips
Practice Drills for Continuing 264 How to Maintain a Certain Practice Reading Rate 269 Index 271 23 SAVE TIME BY STARTING TODAY People often say that they need a course in rapid reading but they don't have time to take it because of the great amount of reading they already have to do. And that is all right. HOW I BECAME A RAPID READER
Let me tell you how 1 began reading fast. What You Can Expect to Learn; How to Get Started; Exercise No. I Chapter Two: Tesl Your Reading Rate to Sec W h e r e You Stand 7 Timing Yourself; Testing Yourself; Computing Your Reading Rate; Evaluating Your Retention; Keeping Your Progress Profile; Evaluating Your Present Skills. Once you can
understand one part, then that should help you to understand the harder parts. It is mosi important to go through the material once, look up quickly and see what registers. First you'll cover the whole page, then move the covering device (a sheet of paper will Learn to Read As Fast As You Think 95 do nicely) down till the first "paragraph" shows. With
long words, you might have to look at both halves. To find the total number of words that you read, multiply V by "b. He's often thought of as lazily sitting on a lily pad. Hayakawa Reprinted by permis- This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the uibject matter covered It is void with the understanding
that the publisher iv not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, oc other professional service. PRACTICE DRILLS TO 1 5 LEARN TO READ AS FAST A s Y o u THINK There are a great many people who can read at rates of several thousand words per minute and get good comprehension. In material that you haven't read, but in the same book, use
your hand and read for another three minutes. As an example: You will find out how to remember what you have read. This is a hands on book, and it will require practice for you to increase your own speeds. 2 0 Paper Pen or pencil 1. Certainly you can learn to write much faster without a computer, but with one—after learning how to use it—it's so
much easier. Mark's father followed carrying the cub. Then you will start using the breakthrough drills which have enabled hundreds of thousands to double and triple their reading rates in just a few short days. If you feel discouraged, look back at the chart to find what stage you're in. Mark where you stop reading. 1 06 Chapter Seventeen C. how
superior to any "nonhand" method, that I hope I can convince you. In fact, it could slow down your progress. You should spend the first day just working on these practice drills. Perhaps for paragraph K you didn't deduce that it was about a frog Its not very common for the topic of a paragraph not to be spelled out. is a wife and mother of three
children, and she still reads as many as six books a week. M How did you get it away from its mother?" Mark asked. But it is well worth learning, because once you can do this you'll find that you can analyze almost any difficult passage. Then find whether the fourth sentence is a level "2" (telling more about the first one), a level M 3" (telling more
about the second one), or a level (telling more about the third one) and add it to your diagram. As soon as you start drilling properly, always reaching your mark with ease, then you start developing your ability to respond to more than one word at a time. The best solution to this problem is to begin reading in the easiest books on the subject and work
your way up in the subject as you develop more knowledge and vocabulary. E X E R C I S E Materials: N O . His rigid ways often upset her father as well. It is most important to understand that to be ready to take a rapid reading course you must be able to already read easily. Compute your reading rate for the three-minute reading. A fuller
explanation follows this chart. Son. He was handicapped and couldn't play ball. Books you want to read—when you gel time. If you 28 Chapter Three haven't seen all of the words, no matter. I have found that the students who learn these skills most quickly do so by doing their practice reading (for visual reading) at 2 . But when you've learned it, you

will look back and realize how quickly it happened. This is a very important step because from this moment on you should use your hand for all of your reading, especially while you are learning this skill. SOME OF THE BREAKTHROUGHS YOU'LL LEARN You will discover how to read both smarter and better. You are not looking at the letters
forwards or backwards, but as a whole. Yet there are people who can read three, five, even ten times faster than you can. At the end of the section stop, and without referring back to your material add to your recall pattern anything you can. they make tiny stops during which they register an impression, like a picture. He designs the interiors of
homes and offices. For this same reason, it can apply to those for whom English is their first language, but who have had considerable difficulty with reading. Several books from your list in Chapter One. You will find all of the theories and techniques which are taught in the best rapid reading courses, as well as new ones which 1 have discovered and
developed in the course of my own w o r k — t o be found nowhere else. Don't be discouraged if you forget a great deal: most people do in the beginning and no one can be expected to remember everything. So, it can sometimes be hard, but there is always some word or phrase that refers back to another word or phrase to give you a clue. This usually
means somewhere around 1 . Of course as you learn to read faster, you'll go faster through this book as well. He worked nights at the post office and held another j o b in a restaurant during the day. She is also a member of many clubs. New York. 5 pages times 2 7 0 - 2 . E X E R C I S E N O . However, it's also possible that the passage was not
written very well, or that it was written rather obtusely. Too much or too little light can cause a strain. You looked at each one. C A U T I O N : Do not go b a c k and read the section the old w a y ! Now that you're fully initiated into the mysteries of visual reading, you need to work on comprehension. then continue to do the practice drills from last
week for a week before moving ahead. Glance over at it from time to time until the reading time is up. Count the total number of lines read: (b) 3. If you make it a part of your daily routine, then you will find yourself progressing very quickly. Yet most likely I c a n "read" those words much more quickly than you can. To phrase it differently, 1 discern
more information from the same words in less time. the greatest assets arc practice and patience. Now see how many you can identify. These hand movements don't have an upper limit, and could theoretically be used for speeds of 6000WPM or more (assuming you could handle such rates). First compute the total number of words that you read.
Careful attention to comprehension exercises should help to remedy this. W h e n your finger c o m e s to the end of the line, lift it up about half an inch and bring it quickly back to the following line and begin the whole process again. Even when he is sick, he seems to have a j o k e for everyone. You will learn all the "tricks" of good readers. Select a
section of your testing book that is about 30 pages long and that you have not read. The panther turned around and headed for the thick bushes. 1 kept expecting her not to appear, as sometimes happens with students who don't do their practicing (and subsequently feel very guilty) or who experience difficulty at first. Max Cohen. using your hand,
before you begin the next chapter. To evaluate your comprehension, the easiest and best thing to do is simply to read through the material again and note every idea or detail that you feel should be understood 10 Chapter Three and retained. It's more challenging this way. You might be reading a medical textbook or a book on a computer
programming language and too many of the words simply have no meaning for you. You know why you should move carefully down the margin, and not cut across, but the need to move quickly needs a fuller explanation. If you watch a champion swim a 100-meter race you can easily see that he can't swim twice as fast as you can—if you can swim
even reasonably well. Rate yourself as either adequate (good) or needing improvement. Three In and around the pond are many different animals, insects and fish. Joan, a mature young woman in one of my "children's classes." was a high school junior who had a great deal of courage to register and attend a class which included third graders. Using
your hand, read as far as you can for three minutes. But this could only be taught in a classroom, and the students had to pay hundreds of dollars for this instruction. But somehow he made the time. She used to practice summers while she and her husband 1 06 Chapter Seventeen were at their cabin up in one of ihe canyons just outside of Salt Lake
City Once, while practicing in the book Green Mansions, she becamc so angry at her inability to read fast that she threw the book across a little creek. THE THREE STAGES OF SUBVOCALIZING Subvocalizing can go through several stages At first, young readers may actually move their lips as they read, but without emitting any sound. In the middle
steps you are always practicing, not reading, and the most important thing is to reach your goal with your hand. BETTING AHEAD Some of my students ask what they can do to get further ahead than they would with just the exercises. In developing a skill, there is also an understanding, but this understanding must be coupled with the praciicc of
what you are learning. Smarter means that you will read as fast as you can think in any material. The cub licked its lips. "We should get it a bottle." Mrs. If it is too long, repeat the circling hand movement two or more times. Levels of Comprehension in High Speed Reading As you develop your ability to perceive information at the higher rates, you
will probably move through these levels: 116 Chapter Sine teen 1. Did you find it quite easy? Re-test Yourself; Are You Ready (o Move On?; You Must Evaluate Yourself Practice Drills for Week 4 (Supplementary drills to be done with the next six chapters.) Ill 115 Chapter Nineteen: Knowing Reading Signals Helps Speed You Up 121 Why Signal Words
Help You Understand; The Many Kinds of Transition Words; Exercise No. 28; Exercise No. 29; Exercise No. 30; Faster Reading in Harder Materials; High-Speed Practice Helps Lower-Speed Reading Chapter Twenty: There's More Than One Way to ' Read'* 127 Old-Fashioned Speed Reading; Exercise No. 31; Scanning Is Another Reading Alternative;
Exercise No. 32; Four Ways of Reading; Leave Your Guilt Behind! Chapter Twenty-one: Advance Organizers Can Help Your Comprehension 133 From W h o l e to Parts; Find the Authors "Map"; Hard Books Are Often the Easiest; Previewing Nonaction; When There Is No Apparent "Map"; Exercise No. 33 Chapter Twenty-two: Change Your Attitude and
Increase Your Speed 141 What a Basketball Experiment Taught Me; How You're Making Progress When Your Rate Stays the Same—Or Even Drops; Remember the Value of Practice Reading; My "Best" Student; Handle Each Day's Practice by Itself; Exercise No. 34 Chapter Twenty-three: Previewing Fiction Is Always Very Fast 147 Use Scanning to
Preview Fiction; Read for Enjoyment; Beware of Reading Problems; Reviewing: The Third Step; Exercise No. 35 xii CONTENTS Chapter Twenty-four: A Dilferent Hand Movement Can Help Your Comprehension 155 The Good Reason for New Hand Movements; The Two Types of Hand Movements; "Underlining" with Two Fingers; The Slashing Hand
Movement; The Criss-Crossing Hand Movement; "Criss-Crossing"; Exercise No. 36; And Why Not Straight Down the Page? but as soon as they stopped, they couldn't remember anything. Her husband says she should try catering. You will know when to speed up and when to slow down. How People Read Really Fast FIGURE LO. being derived from
the observation of naturally fast readers rather than from a theoretical basis. ...more VDOC.PUB Download Embed This document was uploaded by our user. As a progressive step, since the first sentence of a paragraph usually tells you what the paragraph is about, we begin by reading the first line of a paragraph using the underlining hand
movement. If you're practicing in fiction, you begin to know what's going on. RULE T W O : The fewer ideas a passage contains, the easier u is to read fast. But now. to George Webster who hired me to open the Pittsburgh Reading Dynamics Institute . That's why most teachers teach the skills in the same w a y — o n e step at a time. 8 0 0 words per
minute. If you do this, you may be quite surprised to see your reading rate begin to climb. But when yoxi have been reading, you have been going word by word, saying each word to yourself, pretending as though you did not see the other words. Sleek." he said Suddenly something growled and Mark looked up. Looking away, jot down on your paper
what its about. It therefore still receives a grade of " 2 . Figure 11 is a crude picture of what this might look like. One morning before breakfast. So read the instructions below; then turn to the next page and do the exercise. Although initial practice may entail extra lime the first or second week, within two weeks you should be reading fast enough 10
practice not only rapid reading but 10 read or study your required materials as well. Most tests of comprehension measure what the test writer wishes to measure, not necessarily what is important to you. From the beginning of the section, using the paragraphing hand movement, practice read through the entire section going no slower than one
second over and one second back with the hand movement. or for a man. Compute your reading rate and record it on your progress file. Look at the word "Rob" in the center of the paragraph below See if its possible to sec only "Bob"; Far along the riverbank there was a small shack. Granddad was a very stern old man. 81 Vcrla Nielsen is a wonderful
teacher. Any one of the following will do: a watch or clock with a sweep second hand; a stop watch; a tape recorder; or any timer that will time a one-minute period If you prefer, you can use the clock on your computer. At the end of the three minutes make a mark where you stopped reading, then close the book. T h i s time he found the first part of
the course quite easy. There are many reasons why these techniques succeed so often and so quickly. Many of them were not aware that they were reading "differently." They just did it. Most of the time you understand this wiihout even thinking about it. HOW TO S E E EYE M O V E M E N T S You may be wondering how to see eye movements.
Vermont is his favorite country area. It's like j u m p i n g into the cold, icy water: its easier just to j u m p in and get used to it quickly than to cry 10 "warm up" to it Often you just get too cold and give up. Her unusual name was a nickname. Soccer is one of her favorite sports. M. One tends to put it off until later in the day, especially when you're first
learning it. Multiply "a" by "bM for total amount you read: (0 4. I have found that if a person becomes concerned with subvocalizing, they usually finish a reading with little comprehension except a very good awareness of whether they were subvocalizing. pencil Purpose: Learn to identify what a paragraph is cibour 1. "Don't bite. But the majority find
their comprehension a little less than before, perhaps a bit shaky, or maybe they knew what they were reading while they were reading it. CAUTION: Spend no more than two seconds maximum when circling. Maryland. A diagram of these eye movements looks like this: When Evelyn Wood examined the faster readers' eyes, she found a different
movement. W X 375 Hudson Street TW Ntw York, New York 10014 www.penguinputnam.com | Library of Congress Catalo*lng-in-Publicatlon Data Kump. A book for testing yourself. TIMING YOURSELF To test yourself, you will be reading for three minutes, and you must know when the time is up. Inc From lx*n%ua£e in Thought and Action. Count
"one" ot«f loud as you move under each line. Its sleeve was torn. One of Bavaria's last kings was l.udwig II. Study materials. In order to train yourself to be able to discern information more quickly, you must put "blinders" o n , only in this case it will be "earplugs" instead. One of your biggest problems may be that you do less you arc under sixteen. He
rarely visited, but Rachel disliked him anyway. "We were just beginning to be good friends." "It would have happened sooner or later," said Marks father. Well, depending on your definition, the answer to this question will vary greatly. Then she told you to read to yourself. If you don't have these books, then plan to pick them up at your local library,
nearest bookstore or order them online. 3nd the ideas would be new to me. The panther sniffed and sniffed. because you'll need them in a couple of days. It began to follow Mark all around the camp. then test yourself again in a day or so in a new passage. But this is not the case. He is captain of the rugby team. I've counseled students to drop out of
the course and continue practicing and reading using their hand, using the underlining hand movement, for about six month> before coming back and continuing. Even if you arc reading faster than 2 4 0 words per minute, you probably make some regressions. Seeds Improvement You do nor Jwve good control of your reading. Then get some good
practicing in so that you're ready to take the next step in getting comprehension at higher reading rates. YouVc goi to make many mistakes, just like when you first learned to walk, and the sooner you make (hem the quicker you'll learn But if you keep confirming the fact that you're not able to do it. But some people are not aware that some passages
present different ideas and thoughts more quickly than other written passages. But the cub didn't move. These are just some of the better-known rapid readers. With this book, you can not only learn these breakthroughs yourself, but you can do it in an astonishingly brief span of time. There are two kinds of regression, conscious and unconscious.
Your eyes sweep all over it. merely checking to see if everything relates to what you've chosen as the paragraphs topic. After the teacher knew that we understood the symbols by saying them, she told us to read to ourselves, and that's when subvocahzation begins. T h e firsi step will be to use dusting, going about three seconds per page through the
whole chapter or section T h i s acts as a good warm-up and prepares you for some really fast practice. First, you must learn to read and understand on a very easy level, in material that is written with few abstract words, with few ideas per 100 words, and preferably in fields in which you have a lot of knowledge. Diane went to the mall. then you
won't progress very quickly. Understanding how to drill properly is the objective of this chapter. If you must read such a difficult book, perhaps you will have to go along just looking up, maybe even memorizing, all of the new and difficult words. Do not repeat any drills in any single practice session until you have first done all of the drills given Then
you may repeat whichever drills you prefer. Some people get "test fever" and block as soon as they know they're being tested. If you find after several days practice that you need to get more comprehension, select easier books to work in W h e n a high level of understanding starts to come through, you can begin to use more difficult materials. At 1 ,
2 0 0 words per minute, linear reading does not suddenly stop and visual reading begin, but the faster you get. Practice this for five minutes or until you find the hand movement easy and comfortable. Most people note very little. When you look at a picture, your eyes are using all of their seeing ability; your eyes are moving around taking it all in. A
rate of more than two words per fixation will allow you to read even faster. 1 hope that you aren't having any trouble using your hand. Pay special attention to organizing techniques which you may have an impulse to gloss over Over 500 words per minute are a superior reader. Select a section of your testing book that is about ten pages long and that
you have not read. This will give you much more free time for your outside interests. 6 Materials: Same as Exercise No. 5 Purpose: Same as Exercise No. 5 1. Sleek playfully nipped Mark's toes, and Mark scolded the cub with a light pat on its nose. He enjoys playing sports. Slip the paper down to expose ihe first paragraph. PRACTICE DRILLS TO
if4>h Arc You Coming Along? Pretty soon, it will begin to feel comfortable, and you'll be remembering what you read. Ill 112 Chapter Sine teen Mid-Course Reading Evaluation Directions: Read through (he Jour steps carefully. In fact, he was quite delighted (and so was 1) to find himself almost at the top in reading rate.
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